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EXHIBITION AND EVENTS

K 2019 Preview

K

2019, The World’s No. 1 Trade Fair for Plastics and
Rubber, which will be held in Düsseldorf from
October 16-23, 2019, will again be the performance
barometer and global innovations marketplace for the entire
industry. Over 3,300 exhibitors from more than 60 countries
will participate in the event which will be held on approximately
178,000 m² of net exhibition space. Around 200,000 trade
visitors from throughout the world are expected to be present
at the metropolis on the River Rhine.
The backbone of the Special Show will be themed days with
lectures, keynotes and panel discussions, partly in German and
partly in English. Experts from science, industry, politics, local
authorities and from non-governmental organisations will
provide information and discuss economic, social and ecological
challenges and approaches to solutions during the eight-day
trade fair.
The line-up of participants will be as international as the trade
fair audience itself. With a focus on marine litter, this ranges
from a CEO fighting for a global initiative to avoid plastic waste
in the environment (Alliance to end Plastic Waste) to a national
NGO shedding light on awareness-raising measures by means
of CleanUp-Events and other local initiatives. This way, the Special
Show delivers global, European, regional and local answers to
those mega trends in society currently moving people.
The opening ceremony will witness a Special Show with
Werner Matthias Dornscheidt, President and CEO of Messe
Düsseldorf, Ulrich Reifenhäuser, Chairman of the Exhibitor
Advisory Board at K 2019 and Dr. Michael Zobel, Chairman of
PlasticsEurope Deutschland Keynote by the Alliance to End Plastic
Waste delivered by Dr. Markus Steilemann, CEO Covestro AG
Some of the Exhibitors at K are listed below :-

Troester
Troester GmbH & Co.
KG will present a 90mm
compact extruder for
hose manufacture with
an
automatically
centering doublecrosshead, which enhances material efficiencies, better product
tolerances and quicker set-up times.
The unit can produce two layers simultaneously, each centred
by servo-hydraulic systems that operate independently.
Combined with a Sikora X-ray machine, the system automatically
regulates the centricity of the extrudate.
Another offering features a straight extruder head which also
centres automatically, said Troester, noting that its customers
can now choose between automatically centering straight
heads, cross-heads and double cross-heads.
Troester group member X-Compound will also be on the stand
to present its kneading technology for uninterrupted production
of compounds. The Swiss subsidiary specialises in machinery
for processes involving steps such as conveying, melting,
dispersing, mixing and degassing.

HF Mixing
At K2019, HF Mixing Group will showcase its new ADVISE
4.0 mixing room automation technology. The modular and
scalable system covers every process within a mixing room: from
the raw materials storage, to the computer-controlled, manual

and
fully
automated
weighing of small
components, the
mixing process,
downstream equipment and storage of mixtures.
Automation systems are available for individual areas and
machines and separate applications can be selected according
to requirements and merged together into a single automation
system. Standard interfaces within mixing room automation
systems enable easy connection to ERP systems and laboratory
equipment.
Meanwhile, HF compounding systems company Farrel Pomini
will showcase its interactive processing capabilities for a variety
of highly-filled polymers and formulations including
biopolymers, flooring, flame retardants, white masterbatch, black
masterbatch and calcium carbonate.

LANXESS to showcase new products for
mobility at K 2019
The specialty chemicals
company will focus primarily
on the topics of new
mobility, urbanisation and
digitalisation. “Innovative
mobility solutions and
modern urban concepts are
currently being developed worldwide. These are important
growth areas for us and our customers. We are constantly
developing sustainable material solutions and technologies for
this purpose and are also focusing on new possibilities for
digitalisation,” said Hubert Fink, member of the Lanxess board
of management.
Six of Lanxess’ 11 business units – high performance materials,
urethane systems, polymer additives, rhein chemie, inorganic
pigments and advanced industrial intermediates – will showcase
their products at K 2019.

ARLANXEO spotlights new mobility
solutions at the K 2019
ARLANXEO, a global leader
in performance elastomers,
will participate in its second
K fair under the theme “future
mobility”, as trends like electrification and autonomous driving
will fundamentally change the way of transportation in the next
decade. Today, we already see new means of transportation
emerging, alternative ways of mobility sharing and usage as
well as new kinds of energy generation and storage, all
responding to the need of a more sustainable and responsible
future mobility.
Those trends are met with new demands for e-mobility driven
solutions from the synthetic elastomer industry, requiring new
materials with lighter weight, better thermal characteristics,
reduced noise, optimal vibration performance and lower energy
consumption. ARLANXEO is putting its full focus on addressing
these requirements, designing, testing and providing elastomer
solutions in collaboration with its customers and partners, which
lead to a more sustainable, comfortable and safe way of both
individual and public mobility in the future.
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EDITORIAL

A

s we begin the third quarter of the year, the global situation is still pretty unsettled. The Prodemocracy protests in Hong Kong continue to grow while Donald Trump with his intemperate
actions is asking for impeachment and helping the democrats to proceed with impeachment
proceeding at a pace which seemed unlikely even a month ago. All the while, Trump manages to keep
the pot boiling with his threats to Iran and North Korea. The drone attack early September on Saudi
Arabia’s largest oil field has led to a 5% drop in the world’s total supply. If the situation deteriorates,
India could be badly hit since nearly 80% of its crude oil is imported. Every dollar rise in crude prices hikes
India’s imports bill by $1.5 billion and also widens its current account deficit, reduces GDP growth and
raises the risk of depreciation of the Indian rupee.
The Indian automobile sector is still but by contraction in demand. Perhaps this year’s bountiful
monsoon will lead to a spurt in demand coinciding with the forthcoming festival season (Dussehra &
Diwali).
Our Cover Story features Ludhiana’s Metro Tyres which has had a phenomenal growth since it was
started in 1968. With its collaboration and buy-back agreement with world tire major Continental AG,
Metro has expanded its global footprint. Thanks to its aggressive and focus management headed by
Chairman and Managing Director Rummy Chhabra, Metro continues to grow at a healthy rate and will
continue to rise up in the list of the world’s top tire companies.
India’s Balkrishna Tyres (BKT) has wisely delayed its US capex plan but is still set to expand its global
market even further.
India’s pride Dr. R. Mukhopadhyay, Director & CEO of Hasetri and Chairman of the Indian Rubber
Institute, continues to keep the country’s flag flying at the world’s highest international forums.
The famous K-Show held once every three years in Dusseldorf starts on October 16 and is set to be a
resounding success.
I hope that the write-up on Finland’s Cimcorp and USA’s Chemtrend will also provide interesting
reading until we meet again in December.

Aida Malik
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M Noorani

INTERVIEW

Rummy Chhabra
Chairman and Managing Director
Metro Tyres Limited
in an interview with M Noorani

An Overview

B

uilding tires in collaboration with Continental AG
of Germany, Metro Tyres began its journey with
bicycle tires. Focusing on the replacement market,
the company is witnessing good growth. “Presence in both
OEM and replacement market is allowing us to analyse
demand patterns,” according to Rummy Chhabra,
Managing Director, Metro Tyres Limited.
Metro Tyres makes two and three-wheeler tires. This
includes motorcycle, scooter, rickshaw and e-rickshaw tires.
The journey of Metro Tyres started with bicycle tires with a
production run of 1000 units per day. This number has
gone up to 1,25,000 tires per day, with 60% of the overall
production catering to bicycles, and the remaining capacity
utilised for the production of two-and three-wheeler tires.
The focus area has been the replacement market since the
revenue realisation is better. An estimated 60% of the
volume comes from the replacement market whereas the
remaining 20% comes from the OEMs, and the balance
20% from exports.
What made Mr. Man Singh start manufacturing
bicycle tires and tubes and what led to the choice

of Ludhiana to set up your first factory in 1968?
If you take a look back in history, since the beginning, all
cycle plants have been located in Ludhiana. Even today,
over 70% of cycle manufacturing is based out of Ludhiana.
The conditions in Ludhiana in 1968 were very conducive
for manufacturing. This would include the environment,
labour availability, water, power, and, of course, the basic
infrastructure. Our founder, Mr. Man Singh had the vision to
see the potential of Ludhiana as a manufacturing hub for
cycles and ancillary-related manufacturing. Hence, he
decided to set up manufacturing in Ludhiana. We must also
remember the fact that Shri Pratap Singh Kairon was the
Chief Minister of Punjab who played a major role in starting
the Industrial revolution in Punjab. He played a major role in
encouraging entrepreneurs to set up manufacturing facilities
in Punjab. Mr. Man Singh took all these factors in his decision
to set up our first factory in 1968.
What is your product portfolio like? Tell us about
your journey?
Metro Tyres makes two and three-wheeler tires. This
includes motorcycle, scooter, rickshaw and e-rickshaw tires.
The journey of Metro Tyres started with bicycle tires with a
production run of 1,000 units per day. This number has
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gone up to 1,25,000 tires per day, with 60%
of the overall production catering to
bicycles, and the remaining capacity
utilised for the production of two-and threewheeler tires. We have a technical
collaboration with Continental AG of
Germany, which is helping us to reap
positive results. Our focus area has been
the replacement market since the revenue
realisation is better. An estimated 60 % of
the volumes come from the replacement
market whereas the remaining 20% comes
from the OEMs, and balance 20% from
exports.
How soon were you able to get ISO
9001:2001 and other international
certifications?
Our insistence on adhering to the highest
quality standards led us to obtain ISO
certification as early as the year 2000.
Today we have the following certifications:
ISO 9001:2015
14001:2015
IATF 16949:2016
In which year did production start in your factories?

W

highway. This unit will be separate from
the production area and the activities
carried out here would include product
development in line with the market
requirements. Apart from carrying out
innovations to cut down costs, the setup
will interact with OEMs for specialised
offerings. Being built with an investment
of Rs 10 crore, a dedicated team of
employees will be stationed at the new
R&D centre. Expected to be functional
next year, the process of equipment
procurement and manpower selection
has already commenced.
Having a technical collaboration with
a European giant aids the cause of
technology transfer for more customised
solutions for Indian customers. While our
Indian research team is quite capable to
address OEM requirements, active
involvement of Continental during crucial
problem solving is an added process advantage. The
structural differences between an OEM tire and a
replacement market tire exist globally and Continental’s
expertise in this domain helps our research initiatives to a
large extent. Being a continuous process, we do not want
to rest on our laurels as the competition is fierce. The need
for customised tires is rising.
How big a role did your ever-expanding dealer
network and branches play in this?
We, at the Metro Group, always state that our greatest
assets are our 4,000 employees who are committed to our
company perspectives and objectives. We have 51 fully
operational sales offices in all states of India. On a very
conservative figure, our offices are in constant touch with
over 10,000 cycle retailer shops and over 5,000 auto
retailers. We also have an extensive database of all our
retailers and this helps to stay closely connected to them
and also to assess potential marketing opportunities.
The next major event was your agreement in 1999
with world major Continental AG of Germany.
What were the salient points of this agreement?
We have a very exhaustive agreement with Continental
AG and the salient points are as under:
◗ Off Take Agreement for items covered under their Global
Requirement.
◗ Items covered : Bicycle Tires and Tubes.
Can you tell us about your agreement with
MERCURIO of Mexico and its scope?
As far as Mercurio is concerned, it must be emphasised
that Metro’s products have always been sold at a premium
over other competitors in India due to our adherence to
the highest of quality standards. Our product failure is the
lowest. Coming back to the case in point, Mexico is one of
our biggest markets after India. We are given to understand
that people there seek our brand including a large company
like Mercurio.
Please tell us about your expansion and
diversification plans. Also what is your perception
of the threat from Chinese tires?
It is rather apparent that the next decade belongs to

e have a
technical
collaboration
with Continental
AG of Germany,
which is helping
us to reap
positive results

The foundation of such a growth could not have
been accomplished without committed leadership
Details of plant production start-ups are:
Plant
Start of Production
Ludhiana Plant-1
1968
Ludhiana Plant-2
1981
Ludhiana Plant-3
1986
Ludhiana Plant-4
1998
Gurgaon Plant-5
2004
2015
Noida Plant-1
1993
Noida Plant-2
1996
and adherence to highest quality standards. It
would be interesting to have your views on this?
Metro Tyres has always been quality conscious from its
inception, a trait inculcated by our founder, Shri. Man Singh
and followed vigorously to this day by our Chairman &
Managing Director, Shri. Rummy Chhabra. We have been
doing business with many renowned international
companies and hence, quality has always been a part of
our inherent culture. You must appreciate that a worldrenowned company like Continental AG would never
collaborate with someone who is not at their level of quality.
It is committed leadership combined with our commitment
to the highest standards of quality which percolates to our
manufacturing personnel and ultimately puts us on a very
high pedestal in quality commitments to the ultimate
consumer.
What are the R&D initiatives that you are taking?
We are currently in the process of setting up a dedicated
R&D set up at our fifth production unit on the Delhi-Jaipur
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India and we are very confident of a 10% compounded
annual growth. We are of the firm view that because of
the US-China tariff war, India will be at an advantage and
will benefit most. Traditionally also, bicycles are one of
the major products sold from China to USA and like the
European countries, USA will also foster anti-dumping
duties on China which will eventually only benefit India.
This, given that we are the pioneers in the market for
High-End tires, and hence, the future would surely
belong to us.
One must understand that for tire
makers in India, the threat from Chinese
products has been a reality. However, I
believe that the brand recognition and
product goodwill of Indian tire
manufacturers warrant a strong demand.
The quality, after-sales service and
widespread network presence ensures that
customers have a strong faith in the
domestic offerings. People have started
looking beyond the cost factor favouring
Chinese products. They are instead
preferring the durability, consistency in
quality and seamless service backup
offered by Indian players.
In order to provide a level-playing field,
the government should ensure that
Chinese players should not have an upper
hand in the Indian market. Like the recentlyimposed anti-dumping duty on Truck &
Bus radials, I would surely want to see
similar norms implemented for two and
three-wheeler tires as well. Many Chinese
companies are setting up production units
in India, solely due to the widespread antidumping duties applied on Chinese-made
products across the globe. Exporting
products from India allows them to evade
anti-dumping duties, which eventually
becomes a quality issue.
How do you view policy initiatives
in the tire space?
Over the past few years, the government
has been actively promoting e-mobility and
this has resulted in e-rickshaws gaining
popularity in many cities across the country.
However, in terms of policy initiatives, the fact that threewheeler e-rickshaw tires today still command a 28% GST,
is not going down well with three-wheeler tire makers. We
believe the government should reduce the GST on these
tires in order to encourage more people to buy them and
boost e-mobility.
The current stipulation is leading to red-tapism in the
market, thereby encouraging tire buyers to procure
products without a bill, causing loss of revenue for the
government. If the GST rates on e-rickshaw tires are reduced,
the government will not only ensure more transparent
operations but also witness a rise in tax collections.
How have the overall market dynamics of the twowheeler tire segment evolved?
The Indian tire market has seen significant

T

enhancements in terms of technology over the past 10
years. The raw material industry has also matured with the
changing market dynamics, and apart from a few critical
components, most of the raw material requirements are
now met through domestic suppliers. Natural rubber
accounts for almost 40% of the raw material costs for tire
manufacturers and almost every manufacturer witnessed
a jump in profitability in the last few years, due to a decline
in rubber prices.
The diversification of OEMs into newer motorcycle
segments has been a challenge well
accepted by tire manufacturers. While tire
dimensions, specifications and tread
patterns have become highly specialised
due
to
increased
motorcycle
segmentation, this has also helped tire
manufacturers to create a niche for
themselves in the market and secure
customer loyalty by catering to their
specific demands and delivering tires
intended for specific usage.
Taking the quality aspect forward, the
company even went to the extent of
deliberately delaying the launch of its twowheeler radial tires, as requirements had
greatly evolved from the time we initially
decided to go ahead with the idea of
producing such tires. With the Indian
market opening up to global players, who
are now setting up assembly and
production units in India, the latest twowheeler radial tires from Metro Tyres will
cater to a diverse range of motorcycles
starting from entry-level 150 cc machines,
200-250 cc sports bikes and even bigger,
more performance-oriented bikes like the
KTM Duke 390.
How are you dealing with the auto
industry slowdown ?
It is rather apparent that the OEM
business is under tremendous pressure.
Till the industry sentiments do not turn
favourable, our focus will be on the
replacement market. For the replacement
market, we have set up 51 sales offices
across the country, with 400 employees.
We have a wide network of around 80 warehouses around
the country to satisfy the orders. In order to remain active
in the OE as well as the replacement market, we are offering
a 24-hour replacement commitment.
Presence in both OEM and replacement market is
allowing us to analyse demand patterns. Our observation
has revealed that OEM customers are looking at vehicle
performance. Aspects like fuel consumption, rolling
resistance, grip and cornering are important factors to them.
To satisfy such requirements, tire manufacturers have to
tailor-make tires as per vehicle specifications and also work
in tandem with vehicle manufacturers from the product
conceptualisation stage. In case of the replacement market,
customers look for tires which are heavy, durable and
provide better fuel efficiency.

he Indian tire
market has seen
significant
enhancements in
terms of
technology over the
past 10 years
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GLOBAL BICYCLE
TIRE MAJOR

Corporate Office
Noida (India)

Man Singh
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Man Singh, Founder and Former
Chairman, Metro Tyres Ltd

W

Rummy Chhabra, Chairman and
Managing Director, Metro Tyres Ltd

hen I first visited Metro Tyres in 1972
and had a most interesting meeting
with Man Singh, then founder and
Chairman of Metro Tyres in Ludhiana, I was struck
by his passion, focus and determination to grow
his company to great heights. Metro Tyres was then
a medium-size reputed bicycle tire manufacturer
in Ludhiana, the bicycle tire capital of India and
the hub of India’s bicycle tire industry. From its
modest beginning in 1968, Man Singh’s experience
helped him grow Metro rapidly.
Nine years later in 1976-77, when the company’s
turnover was Rs15 million, his son Rummy Chhabra,
joined the company, while still a University student.
Gradually, Rummy Chhabra took over the reins of
the company and played a decisive role in
transforming it into the $140 Million power house
that it is today. While Rummy Chhabra manages
the day-to-day working of the company and its
expansion plans, Chairman Man
Singh takes care of policy matters
and is very actively engaged with
the
ITMA
(Indian
Tires
Manufacturers Association),
various industry groups and
government.

Sumrit Chhabra, Executive Director,
Metro Tyres Ltd

shop in Delhi in 1947. Later activities were
transferred from Delhi to Kanpur and finally to
Ludhiana where a small manufacturing plant was
started in 1968 under the leadership of Man Singh,
father of Rummy Chhabra, current Chairman &
Managing Director.

Present position
Metro has presently a very strong nationwide
distribution network including 10,000 cycle repair
workshops and 5,000 auto retailer branches and
over 4,000 employees. It supplies its tires to all OE
manufacturers and also has a substantial 60% share
of India’s enormous replacement market. India is,
in fact, the world’s second tire market.
Rummy Chhabra has a strong faith in R&D and
high-quality standards, efficient cost and control
measures. He travels extensively worldwide and
has forged strong alliances with machinery and
raw material manufacturers and suppliers. This is

Origin
Jog Dhyan Singh, grandfather
of the current Chairman and
Managing Director, Rummy
Chhabra had a bicycle distribution
network in Pakistan during the PreIndependence period (before
1947). He had saved Rs 40,000.
When he got prior information
about the impending communal
riots on the India - Pakistan border,
he immediately transferred this
money to a post-office in Delhi and
returned to India. With this
money, he started a small bicycle

Metro Tyres stand
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aided by Metro Tyres’ regular presence at
international trade fairs and exhibitions around the
world to reinforce its image globally.

Collaboration with Continental
AG of Germany
Metro Tyres’ excellent record in competing with
Chinese and Japanese bicycle tires came to the
attention of Continental AG, the world’s third
largest tire manufacturer. It signed an agreement
with Continental in December 1999. In the first
phase of the agreement, Continental purchased
1 million bicycle tires and tubes from Metro in the
Financial Year ending March 2001.
This major breakthrough helped Metro Tyres to
grow to greater heights. This was also due to the
exports of its tires under the Continental brand
name. These were manufactured at the company’s
new state-of-the-art bicycle tires and tube unit in
Haryana, which was built at a cost of Rs 400 million
with most of the machinery imported from the
internationally-renowned Trelleborg town of
Sweden. It was the first cycle tire manufacturer in
India to use Bag-O-Matic press technology with
negligible rejections and conforming to strict

(L-R) Metro Tyres’ Chairman & Managing Director Rummy Chhabra, Continental’s
Michael Marx and Metro Tyres’ Founder and Former Chairman Man Singh

Bazooka

Conti Go Tubeless

Continental quality standards. Over a period of
time, Metro set up seven production plants in
Ludhiana, Gurgaon and Noida.
Production was regularly increased and is
presently 125,000 cycle tires and tubes daily. From
exporting Rs 150 million-worth cycle tires to 30
countries in 2003, now the company’s exports
touch Rs 1010 million ($15 million) to over 60
countries. Exports to Continental AG continue to
grow. Continental also exports Metro Tyres to wellknown international OE manufacturers.
Metro continues to make progress at a healthy
rate of over 25% per annum. Gradually, it also
started manufacturing motor bikes, scooters
and moped tires. It signed a historic long-term
agreement with Continental AG to produce the
world’s first high-tech rubber sports wheel in
India. These rubber sports wheel are a technical
breakthrough compared to the earlier
polyurethane sports wheel and were developed
by Continental after nearly four years of
intensive R&D. The agreement also provided for
the buyback by Continental of the entire rubber
sports wheel production for sales in the US and
the European markets.

(L-R) Metro Tyres’ Chairman & Managing Director Rummy Chhabra signing the
agreement with Jorg Essiger, Managing Director, Motorcycle Tyres, Continental AG

Conti Moto
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Tire & Tube manufacturing unit of Ludhiana

Auto Tires manufacturing unit at Ludhiana (India)

Tube manufacturing unit at Ludhiana

ORTEM
In 1999, Rummy Chhabra decided to diversify
into manufacture of fans and formed Metro
Electrical Appliances company and created the
now well-known brand name ORTEM.
Within a short time, ORTEM was recognised as
Metro-ORTEM

Tube manufacturing unit at

an international quality manufacturer of electrical Sidhrawali, Gurgaon (India)
home appliances including fans, irons and sewing
machines. It had the distinction of being at that
time the only Indian fan manufacturer to receive
Germany’s TUV certification which was a prerequisite for export to the quality-conscious
European market. Backed up by its company’s R&D,
Rummy Chhabra ended the Chinese
domination of the European market.

Mercurio of Mexico
Mexico is one of Metro’s biggest
markets after India. The Metro brand
name is immensely respected in Mexico
because of its high quality and
commands a premium in Mexico.
Metro’s agreement with Mercurio is
another feather in it’s cap.

The future
Metro was the world’s secondlargest cycle tire manufacturer in 2018
with sales of $140 Million. It is well set
to
grow
substantially
and
further
to Penang Bridge
Sultan
Abdul
Halim Muadzam
Shah
Bridge up
- Second
the global ladder.
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Bridgestone retains top
spot in Global Tire
ranking
● For most of the world’s major tire

makers, 2018 was a flat year saleswise, leading to another year of status
quo at the top of the Global Tire
Report ranking compiled by
European Rubber Journal’s sister
publication Tire Business.
That means Japan’s Bridgestone
Corp. retained the title of world’s
largest tire maker for the 11th straight
year, edging out France’s Group
Michelin again.
However, based on the full-year
consolidation of a pair of major
acquisitions Michelin carried out in
2017: the $1.45 billion (Euro 1.3
billion) buyout of off-road tire
specialist Camoplast Ltd last year and
the more recent $545 takeover of
Indonesian tire maker P.T. Multistrada
Arah Sarana TBK, the tables could very
well be reversed in 2019.

Pirelli shareholder
Camfin renews
authorisation to buy
5% of tire maker
● In September, Pirelli investor

Camfin said its board had renewed
an authorisation to buy up to 5% of
the Italian tire and cable giant’s
shares. This authorisation will expire
in April 2020. Last October, Camfin
received the go-ahead to purchase up
to 2% of Pirelli. Camfin Spa. Cam
Finanziaria SpA is an investment
company which holds about 10% of
Pirelli.
Camfin said that its board
considered that the present stock
market values of Pirelli do not reflect
its fundamentals or its growth
potential. Camfin, along with Chinese
investors, which jointly own around
45.5% of the group, said in July they
had extende a shareholder agreement
giving them the control of Pirelli until
2023.

Nokian rolls out new
mining tire
● In collaboration with one of the

leading drill manufacturers and end
users of the tires, Nokian Heavy Tyres
has expanded its range of
underground mine tires.

Balkrishna Industries shelves US capex plan
STRATEGIC RETREAT
Balkrishna’s move comes after
Endurance Technologies cancelled
its plans to make two-and threewheeler tires
● Off-road tire maker Balkrishna Industries
has put off its plans to build a $100-million
greenfield plant in the US, joining a swelling
list of companies in deferring capital
expenditure amid evident signs of
weakness in major trading blocs across the
globe.
Welcoming the decision, analysts said
that although near-term out-look for the
company and the industry is weak,
dropping US capex plans would benefit
Arvind Poddar, Managing Director,
Balkrishna in the long term.
BKT
This announcement has come a day after
auto-ancillaries maker Endurance Technologies withdrew its plan of
entering into manufacturing of two and three –wheeler tires last week on
the back of a stock price crash.
“After reviewing various aspects of the project in the backdrop of current
challenging economic and business environment, the board has decided
to put it in abeyance,” Balkrishna said.
The heavy tire division of Finland’s
Nokian Tyre says the Nokian Mine
King E-4 underground mining tire is
one of the most specialised products
of its kind, with features to meet the
challenges encountered in the
underground mining environment. It
is now available for a wider range of
mining vehicles.
According to Nokian, underground
mining brings with it challenging
conditions — the environment is
physically demanding with its sharp,
slippery stones and the limited
machine size in tight spaces and high
safety demands also have to be
considered.

Hankook Tire included
in the DJSI World for
4 consecutive years
● South Korean premium tire maker,

Hankook Tire, recently announced
that it has been listed in the Dow Jones
Sustainability Indices World (DJSI
World) for four consecutive years.
Jointly developed by S&P Dow Jones
Indices and RobecoSAM, the DJSI is a
leading global index that assesses
corporate sustainability and
investment, evaluating corporate
management activities in various
aspects
such
as
financial,
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environmental, ethical and social
influence.
‘2019 DJSI World’ includes 318
companies which account for 12.6%
among the top 2,526 global
companies. Hankook Tire was
selected as one of the best companies
in the auto components industry and
has been recognised as a global toptier sustainable company for four
consecutive years. It is the only Asian
company in the auto components field
to be listed in the DJSI World.
Additionally, Hankook Tire was
awarded the status of exemplary
company at the EU-Korea Emissions
Trading Scheme Project this year, in
recognition of its continued efforts to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions by
operating a dedicated decisionmaking committee in response to
climate change, and utilising internal
carbon prices when making internal
investment decisions.
In the areas of biodiversity
management and restoration of the
ecosystem, Hankook Tire is carrying
out a project to protect endangered
species in the city of Daejeon, through
business agreements with six
institutions. The company also carries
out various corporate philanthropic
projects to harmoniously coexist with
local communities, such as providing

TIRE NEWS

housing support for the less
privileged, and its DreamWith project
which aims at strengthening local
communities.
“It is such a great honor to be
included in the DJSI world, the most
influential global index for corporate
sustainability and investment for the
fourth consecutive year,” said
Hankook Tire President & CEO Hyun
Bum Cho.

Cooper Standard signs
new Fortrex agreement
in Asia
● Cooper Standard has signed a new

technology agreement to supply its
elastomeric materials to a
multinational industrial products
manufacturer based in Asia.
Under the agreement, the unnamed
customer is expected to initially focus
on developing three to four new
product applications using Cooper
Standard’s Fortrex technology, Cooper

Marangoni Meccanica starts next chapter
with new CEO
● Two months after its spin-off, Marangoni

Meccanica has started a new chapter with
recapitalisation, re-establishing relations
with banks and the appointment of a new
CEO.
In a statement that was released on
September 2, the Italian tire machinery
supplier said it exited Marangoni Group
with a Euro 10 million recapitalisation from
its new local partners: The Finanziaria
Trentina, financial group Alpenring, and
local family business Caran.
In addition, Riccardo Mastroardi has
been appointed as the company’s new chief
executive, bringing with him working
experience from McKinsey and Italian car
Riccardo Mastroardi
maker Piaggio.
Over the last “two intense months,” according to company president
Giorgio Marangoni, Marangoni Meccanica reconfigured processes to
deliver a series of orders coming from the big tire companies.
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factory with industry 4.0 features. 5%
of Lassa’s product range was
exported from the Aksaray Plant in
2018, and the company aims to
increase the amount exported to 17%
this year and to 21% in 2021, and
also plans to expand to the South
America and Asia Pacific regions in
2019.

Australia’s Kal Tire
develops mining
tire recycling facility
in Chile
● The Australian mining tire leader,

said in a statement earlier this month.
This is the third agreement for the
Cooper Standard technology this year.
“[The agreement] demonstrates the
versatility of the Fortrex chemistry
platform and the diverse market
applications that it can address,” the
company added.
Fortrex is a lightweight, elastomeric
material platform developed through
Cooper Standard’s i3 innovation
programme.
The compound is claimed to offer
significant performance advantages
over various synthetic rubbers,
thermoplastic vulcanisates and other
materials in terms of weight
reduction,
compression
set,
weathering and durability.
Cooper Standard said it can take on
many forms, including dense
extrusions, foams, films and
membranes that can be tuned for an
endless list of applications and
performance solutions.

60% rise in sales for
Turkish’s Lassa Tyres
● The Turkish tire manufacturer Lassa

Tyres, a brand of Brisa Bridgestone
Sabancý Tyre Manufacturing Inc.,
saw a 10% rise in CAGR (compound
annual growth rate) over the past five
years. The company posted a 60%
growth in sales and this year,
increased the number of countries it
operates in to more than 80expanding its operational territories
by 41% over the last five years. Eight
new countries were added to its sales
network in 2108, and during the first
half of this year, Lassa Tyres entered
seven new countries. Italy, Germany,

Austria, Ukraine, Egypt and Morocco
were the countries where Lassa Tyres
were sold the most.
The company manufactures tires in
Turkey at its Ýzmit Manufacturing
Plant, which has been in operation
for 45 years and at its Aksaray
Manufacturing Plant, which started
production last year and is a smart

Kal Tire, has been working on
developing a practical, affordable
solutions for recycling mining tires,
especially in Chile, where the
stockpile of mining tires is so huge,
it can be seen from space. The
country has some of the world’s
largest copper mines and many of
these mines scrap almost 1,000 tires
per year.
The Chilean government started

Nexen opens European tire plant
● Nexen Tire held an

official opening
ceremony for its
new
Europe
manufacturing
plant in Zatec, the
Czech Republic, on
August 28.
Petr Oèko, the
Czech
deputy
minister of industry
and trade; ByungJoong Kang, the
chairman and Travis
Kang, the global
The first tire was ceremonially dispatched by Nexen Tire CEO
CEO of Nexen Tire
Travis Kang on April 24
attended
the
ceremony, Nexen said in a release.
Spanning 650,000 square metres, the Euro 830-million plant has been
operational since April.
Described by Nexen as a “technologically integrated manufacturing
centre,” the plant has been named one of Nexen’s four major global R&D
and production networks, after Nexen univerCITY, in Seoul, Korea, the Europe
R&D centre in Germany and the North America technology centre in Ohio.
The production capacity of the Zatec plant will be 3 million units in 2019,
according to Nexen. The tiremaker aims to gradually ramp up production to
over 11 million units a year by 2020.
“With the opening of the Europe Plant, Nexen Tire plans to develop,
produce and distribute products customised for the European market,” said
Travis Kang, the global CEO of Nexen Tire.
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TVS Srichakra’s new tire brand aimed
at millennials
enacting tire recycling legislation in
2012 and Kal Tire welcomed the
opportunity to take an active part.
By 2015, the tiremaker started
engaging with the Chilean
government and began designing its
first thermal conversion tire
recycling facility.
Thermal conversion uses heat in
the absence of oxygen to decompose
organic materials and turn tires into
steel, carbon black and oil that is
upgraded to diesel. With traditional
mining tire recycling, shredded tires
are sometimes shipped to countries
with less strict emissions standards,
so they can be burned and used as
tire-derived fuel to replace coal. Kal
Tire worked to develop a solution that
would allow recycled resources to be
reused for the same purpose: steel to
steel, fuel oil to fuel oil, etc. Though
at the time there were components
of thermal conversion in existence, a
working system had yet to be
designed for the enormous size and
weight of earthmover tires.
Following a year and a half of
research, study and developed and a
significant investment, the team at
Kal Tire was able to work out a
commercially viable solution.
The company’s 20,000 square
meter thermal conversion tire
recycling facility is to open near
Antofagasta, Chile, which will soon
have the capacity to recycle 20 tonnes
of tires per day. The Chilean
government has recently enacted
legislation regarding tire recycling,
which takes effect in 2021.

Bangladesh’s heavy
vehicle tire market
dependent on imports
● Since local entrepreneurs in

Bangladesh have yet to tap the
huge potential of the heavy vehicle
tire sector, due to the lack of skilled
workforce and technology and the
need for significant capital
investment, the country still relies
heavily on the import of tires for
heavy vehicles.
The total market size of tires
stands at around at 3,000 crore
Bangladeshi Takas (Rs 2,556 crore/
$355 million) of which imported
brands make up 60% to 70%. These
imported tires are sourced mainly
from India, China, Japan, Indonesia,

● TVS Srichakra Ltd.,

one of India’s
leading two and
three-wheeler tire
manufacturers,
recently launched a
new brand called
‘TVS
Eurogrip’.
Targeted
at
millennials, the tire is
called a bike tire
specialist.
All the company’s
tires are to be P Vijayaraghavan, director, (left) and P Srinivasavaradhan,
eventually
sold president, TVS Srichakra, at the launch
under the new brand
name. To coincide
with the brand launch of TVS Eurogrip, the company has unveiled 19
premium tires, including zero-degree steel belted radial tires, which promise
improved stability at speeds of up to 270 kmph.
P Vijayaraghavan, Director, TVS Srichakra, explained that TVS Eurogrip
will position itself as a sporty, innovative and global brand. The launch is
also aimed at strengthening the company’s position in the two-wheeler tire
market, as there has recently been greater competition in the segment over
the past few years, due to new entrants.
Under TVS Eurogrip brand, the company will offer tires for two-wheelers
in the 70cc to 310cc categories. It is particularly eyeing the replacement
market, which accounts for a large share of its two-wheeler business.
With global ambitions in sight, the Rs 2,393 crore company has
strengthened its R&D operations, recently opening a design and innovation
center in Milan, Italy, which works in collaboration with the company’s
existing R&D centre in Madurai, India. In FY 2019, the tiremaker spent
about 1.3% of its revenue on R&D. TVS Srichakra is also upgrading its test
track in Madurai for high-speed products, according to the company
president P Srinivasavaradhan.

the Philippines and Vietnam and
the imported brands that dominate
the big truck and bus tire segment
are Maxxis, CST, MRF, Apollo,
Hankook, Bridgestone and CEAT,
amongst others. The car tire
segment reveals a preference for
brands such as Hankook,
Yokohama, Dunlop, Maxxis,Toyo,
MRF, CEAT, Presa, Bridgestone and
Goodyear. India’s MRF tire enjoys a
significant market share while nonbranded Chinese-made tires also
proliferate in large numbers.
Rahimafrooz, the sole distributor of
two most prestigious global tyre
brands Dunlop and Apollo, enjoys
15% to 16% share in the market.
480,000 tires are needed for
Bangladesh’s truck, bus, jeep and
other passenger vehicle tire
markets per year, with imported
brands meeting 99% of the demand
for the heavy vehicle tire segment.
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According to industry insiders,
the country’s tire market is growing
at an annualized rate of 12%, with
109,300 tires imported in the fiscal
year 2015-16, of which, 41,879 tires
were imported in the big truck-bus
tire segment, 35,770 in the
passenger vehicle segment, and
31,651 in the light truck-bus tire
segment. Based on a report by a tire
importing company in the country,
Bangladesh’s tire market has grown
by 7% in the big truck-bus segment,
6% in the passenger vehicle segment
and 9% in the light truck-bus
segment.
The Bangladesh Road Transport
Authority says that 468,706
motorised vehicles were registered
across the country in the fiscal year
2017-18. At the end of June, 2018,
the total number of registered
motorized vehicles was 3,713,889,
compared to the 175,000
registered in 1987.
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Conti’s new overview of European Winter Tire
Regulations 2019-20
Bridgestone develops
new bus tire system for
Tokyo Olympics
● Japanese tire giant Bridgestone

Corporation – the Official Tire Partner
of the 2020 Olympic and Paralympic
Games – recently announced the
development of a new solution which
would enable barrier-less bus access
in the newly-constructed athlete
village.
The company was able to leverage
its knowledge of commercial bus tires
and rubber, working with a
collaborative group in Japan to
develop a new design for curbstones,
which allows buses to draw up closer
to the curb. The design of the curb
includes a specially-engineered slope,
which more smoothly interacts with
the shape of the tire to decrease tire
sidewall wear and vibration. The
design can also be customized to fit
common tire and vehicle sizes that use
a specific curb location. As a result,
there is a significantly smaller gap
between the curb and bus entrance,
which provides easier and safer onand-off access for passengers –
especially wheelchair users, senior
citizens and people with strollers.
The new barrier-less docking system
was first introduced in Okayama,
Japan in June 2019 and is now being
adopted by the Tokyo Metropolitan
Government. Bridgestone says the
first installation in Tokyo will be
completed in February 2020 at the
2020 Olympic and Paralympic
Village. The installation will include
almost 1,300 feet of curb designed to
accommodate a wide variety of tire
and vehicle sizes. The tiremaker
continues to work with the Tokyo
Metropolitan Government and other
metro areas to identify future
locations to introduce the new system
across the country, even beyond the
Olympics.
While Bridgestone does not
manufacture or sell the product, it has
been responsible for its primary
design, testing and verification, as
part of a collaboration with Yokohama
National University, the Japan
Transportation Planning Association,
and Advance Co., Ltd.
“Bridgestone was founded on a
mission of serving society, and we
bring that to life every day through

● In September, Continental AG released an Overview presenting
regulations on the use of winter equipment for trucks and buses for 201920, in order to help fleet operators to comply with the latest regulatory
requirements.
The German tire and automotive systems major has made these
regulations available at http://www.continental-truck-tires.com/winter.
With this upcoming winter season, Alpine symbol-marked tires are
becoming more relevant in several countries.
Continental has finalised the adoption of its portfolio, in line with
regulatory changes. As of now, all truck and bus tires for the steer and
drive axle in inch sizes 17.5, 19.5 and 22.5 are available as Alpine symbolcertified variants.
For driving safely during the winter season,and ensuring optimal traction
even on damp or icy roads, Continental recommends fitting trucks and
buses with winter tires on steer and drive axles. Identified by the snowflake
symbol on the tire wall, the company says its dedicated winter tire portfolio
easily outperforms M+S (Mud + Snow) marked tires and also significantly
exceeds the requirements of the Alpine symbol certification. In order for
winter tires to be labeled with the Alpine symbol, they have to pass a
standard practical test defined in UN regulation 117, as well as exhibit
suitability for winter use on snowy roads in a braking and traction
comparison test. Tires marked with M+S feature a tread pattern or structure
that is designed to deliver performance that exceeds that of a standard
tire in snowy conditions. However, the M+S label is not subject to a
defined test procedure.

our efforts to improve how people
move, live, work and play,” said
Masaaki Tsuya, Chairman of the Board,
CEO and Representative Executive
Officer, Bridgestone Corporation. The
tiremaker is the only Worldwide
Olympic and Paralympic Partner with
its global headquarters in the host city.

Conti’s Revolutionary
CARE System
● At the Frankfurt Motor Show held

in September, the German tire and
automotive
systems
leader,
Continental AG, presented a new,
“comprehensive technology system”
called Conti C.A.R.E. (Connected.
Autonomous. Reliable. Electrified.).
This system features the fine-tuned
networking of wheel and tire
technology and the manageability of
the
desired
performance
characteristics. These characteristics
are also closely aligned with the
requirements of electric and
autonomous driving, in both
individual and shared mobility
scenarios. The company explained
that, when combined with the webbased ContiConnect Live application,
Conti C.A.R.E. forms a flexible system
solution that can provide a means of
tire management for modern robo-taxi
fleets- enhancing performance as well
as helping to optimise costs.
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Conti C.A.R.E. tires feature sensors
that are built into the structure of the
tire. These sensors generate and
continuously
evaluate
data
concerning tread depth, possible
damage, tire temperature and tire
pressure. This monitoring system,
which goes by the name of
ContiSense, transmits information on
the condition of the tires to
ContiConnect Live, facilitating
efficient mobility management for
fleet operators.
An innovative concept is the idea
of actively adjusting tire pressures by
means of centrifugal pumps built into
the wheel. As the vehicle accelerates,
the centrifugal forces within the
wheel act on the pump to generate
compressed air. The Hanoverheadquartered company explained
that this PressureProof technology
keeps the tire pressure constantly
within the ideal range and helps
achieve a sustainable drop in CO2
emissions. Any excess compressed air
is stored in an integrated tank. The
PressureBoost technology then uses
this air to rapidly adapt the tire
pressures to various driving situations.
As for the SilentWheel concept,
Continental was also to present a
modified wheel rim which reduces the
vibrations generated while driving and
delivers superior ride quality.

CHEM-TREND NEWS

Chem-Trend’s
Complete
Portfolio a
Giant Step
Forward for
Shoe Sole
Manufacturing

C

hem-Trend, a global leader in the design,
development, and manufacturing of highperformance release agents, purging compounds, and
other ancillary molding products, introduces a complete
portfolio designed specifically for shoe sole manufacturers
looking for innovative ways to improve production efficiency.
Chem-Trend has been on the cutting edge of shoe sole release
agents for decades, used and trusted by manufacturers of some
of the world’s leading footwear brands. Recently, the company
has announced two new solutions designed specifically for
shoe sole manufacturers using rubber or EVA materials and
looking for simple and effective ways to improve both
production efficiency and overall product quality.

New Mono-Coat® Release Agent for
Rubber Soles
The new Mono-Coat® release agent for rubber soles is
designed to mitigate the most common and challenging issue
experienced by manufacturers today — improper demolding
of the material. In-market testing proved both productivity gains
and dramatic reductions in scrap rates were achievable with
recommended product application and use. Unique product
attributes and findings from use include:
QSemi-permanent formulation
QWater-based
QImproves release efficiency, reducing cycle time
QHigh durability allowing for more cycles before reapplication
QLowers mold fouling, reducing mold cleanings
QLow residue transfer from mold to the part, reducing bonding
issues
QVery applicable for high automation processes, such as rotary
injection molding

New Ethylene Vinyl Acetate (EVA)
Solutions
To address the increasing concerns of bonding in the footwear
industry, Chem-Trend’s new water-based release agent for EVA

shoe sole production contributes to a significant improvement
in the subsequent bonding failures of molded parts versus other
products available in the market today. Unique product attributes
and findings from use include:
QWater-based
QDilution-capable up to 1:100 water
QLowers mold fouling, reducing mold cleanings
QSignificantly reduces bonding failures and scrap rate
“Our new shoe sole solutions represent the very best of what
Chem-Trend can do to advance the ever-growing footwear
industry,” said Livia Chen, business development director, rubber.
“We look to provide shoe manufacturers with every possible
advantage, and we will continue to make leaps in innovation on
behalf of our customers.”
Chem-Trend’s research and development extends beyond
rubber and EVA material use. Even in the case of polyurethane
shoe sole production, Chem-Trend offers release solutions
for manufacturers looking for both speed and quality within
the production process. To learn more about the Chem-Trend
suite of products designed for shoe sole manufacturing,
contact your local Chem-Trend office.

About Chem-Trend
Chem-Trend is the most proven partner in the world for
release agents, purging compounds, and other process
chemical specialties. Using a customer-centric approach and
deep research and development, Chem-Trend is dedicated to
improving production efficiency, reducing waste, and
minimizing the impact on the environment for its customers.
Founded in 1960 and headquartered in Howell, Michigan,
Chem-Trend offers a globally integrated network of
experienced, knowledgeable, and insightful production and
technical experts in all major manufacturing regions around
the world, serving customers through offices in North
America, South America, Asia, and Europe. Chem-Trend is
part of Freudenberg Chemical Specialities SE & Co. KG, a
global technology group. For more information, visit
CHEMTREND.com.
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TROESTER at K 2019

S

ince more than 125 years, TROESTER GmbH & Co.
KG stands for outstanding quality Made-in-Germany
products when it comes to developing and
manufacturing innovative and reliable machines for the rubber
industry. In the world of rubber and plastics processing,
TROESTER is known for its flexible responses to customers’
requirements and collaborates with them to produce highquality, tailor-made solutions.
Process and manufacturing specialists will be on hand to
talk to stand visitors about the latest developments in detail.
One of the products TROESTER will be presenting is a 90 mm
compact extruder and a cross head that centres automatically
for making hoses in superior quality. This machine has already
gained a firm footing on the market and was the basis for
TROESTER’s latest development: the automatic centering double
crosshead. The double crosshead allows the production of two
layers simultaneously, each centred by servo-hydraulic systems
that operate independently. Combined with a SIKORA X-ray
machine, the system automatically regulates the centricity of
the layer(s).
To complete the portfolio for hose production equipment, a

straight extruder head was developed which also centres
automatically. From now on, TROESTER customers can choose
between automatically centering straight heads, crossheads
and double crossheads to improve the quality of their
production and products. Further benefits this new technology
entails are material efficiencies, better product tolerances and
quicker set-up times.
As a member of the TROESTER Group, X-Compound will
also be on the stand to present its kneading technology for
uninterrupted production of HFFR, PVC or XLPE compounds.
The Swiss subsidiary specialises in planning and constructing
machinery for processing plastics which involves steps such as
conveying, melting, dispersing, mixing and degassing.
The TROESTER and X-Compound teams look forward to your
visit and the opportunity to a lot of interesting discussions.
K 2019, Düsseldorf/GERMANY
Stand 16F40 (Hall 16)
Contact: Marco Schoenekaess, Technical Rubber
Products Sales Director, TROESTER GmbH & Co. KG
Andreas Fischer, Managing Director, X-Compound

Automatically Centering Double Crosshead
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BKT expanding carbon
black production at
Indian plant
● Off-highway tire maker Blakrishna
Industries Ltd (BKT) has started
production at its carbon black
manufacturing facility in Bhuj, India,
and is planning further expansions at
the site.
Located within the company’s Bhuj
tire production site in the state of
Gujarat, the plant currently produces
80 kilotonnes per annum (ktpa) of
hard grade carbon black.
In a recent statement, BKT said it
had raised its investment size in the
plant from $23 million (Euro 20
million) announced in 2017 to $75
million, to increase production
capacity to 130ktpa by 2021. The
additional 50ktpa, will be in soft
grade.
According to BKT, the company
has ramped up production from
60ktpa at the end of the first quarter
of 2019 to 80ktpa in the second
quarter.
Around 50% of the carbon black
produced at the plant is being used
in the company’s tire manufacturing
process, while the remaining 50% is
sold on the market.
“This plant makes the difference
and is definitely going to reward us,”
said Rajiv Poddar, joint managing
director of BKT, adding that the unit
provided both manufacturing
independence and good quality raw
materials.
“We now have precise upstream
control over the entire process,” he
added.
BKT officially inaugurated the Euro
440-million Bhuj tire plant in late
2016. The unit’s daily production
capacity is around 300 tonnes. The
Indian tire maker has announced plans
to increase its global market share in
the off-highway tire segment from 6%
to 10% by 2025.

Cimcorp expands
headquarters in Finland
● Cimcorp Group has completed an

85,000-sq.-ft. expansion at its Ulvila
headquarters that nearly doubles the
facility’s footprint and increases
production by more than 100%.
Investment details were not
disclosed, but a Cimcorp statement on
September 2 noted that the company
was planning to refurbish the
previously existing building as well.
Masatoshi Wakabayashi,
The project, which began in the
Cimcorp CEO
summer of 2018, added about 61,400
square feet of factory space, and expanded research and development
office space by about 23,700 square feet, according to the Cimcorp
news release. The R&D team will move into the new building, which
includes meeting rooms and quiet areas for individual work.
In 2017, Cimcorp purchased land adjacent to the headquarters with
the intention of expanding the facility for the growing company, which
has seen its revenue more than double in the past four years. “This
investment marks an important step in the execution of our growth
strategy,” said Cimcorp CEO Masatoshi Wakabayashi.
The building expansion will provide the company with “the muchneeded space” to expand its product lines and solutions. Sales,
Wakabayashi said, continue to grow for Cimcorp. This spring, he noted,
the company received its largest order in the intralogistics market, worth
about Euro 120 million, from the Spanish grocery store chain Mercadona.
Part of Murata Machinery Ltd., Cimcorp is a supplier of turnkey
automation for intralogistics, serving industries including tires, food and
beverage, retail and E-commerce, among others.
The equipment, able to make 20to 90-degree cuts, will be used in
the production of fabric belt ply
for agricultural tires and forestry
tires.
The machine was first launched
in 2017 after a year-long
development, and is already being

Mesnac sells first
cutting machinery to
the US
● Recently, Mesnac signed an

agreement to supply its fabric cutting
machine to a “premium tire maker” in
the US – the first time the company is
selling any cutting machinery to the
market.
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supplied to China and overseas
markets such as India and Vietnam.
Mesnac and the US client, whose
name is not disclosed, started
exchanging the order a year ago. The
cutting machine has been
customised based on the client’s
manufacturing conditions, and
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requires only one operator with
automatic jointing. The US tire
maker also made inquiries on
Mesnac’s other equipments.
Mesnac started supplying to the
US in 2012 with its weighing
equipment, and has broadened its
portfolio for the market to cover a
range of products such as building,
curing and extrusion machines.

Cabot upbeat about
China despite current
slump
● While a year-long automotive

slowdown and an ongoing trade war
with the US have affected the Chinese

Sean Keohane, Cabot President & CEO

market, Cabot President & CEO Sean
Keohane is optimistic about longterm business prospects in the
country.
Cabot believes that in the long run,
China will be making “almost 40% of
the world’s tires and carbon black,”
Keohane said.
“China still has the largest car parc
in the world and many of these cars
have yet to hit their replacement
cycle,” he added.
However, the Cabot boss admitted
that China was “certainly a
challenging environment” for
business currently.
According to Keohane, car
manufacturing in China remains very
weak, with June marking the 12 th
consecutive month of year-on-year
production decline.
On a year-to-date basis, automotive
vehicle production is down by about
16% in the country.
The decline in demand, Keohane
noted, has created a more
competitive environment in China –
putting pressure on prices over the

Kordsa among the “Greatest Places to Work”
in Brazil for the fourth year in a row
Listed among the best employers in Brazil for the fourth
consecutive year by the Great Place to Work Institute, Kordsa
strengthens its global success once more with the prestigious
award. The Great Place to Work Institute (GPTW), named
Kordsa the 17th best company among 150 companies.
● Kordsa has been listed
among the best employers in
Brazil for the fourth time by the
Great Place to Work Institute
(GPTW).
On the 23rd edition of the
award,
among
2645
companies registered, GPTW
recognised 80 large-sized
companies, 35 national
medium-sized
and
35
multinational medium-sized
companies as the 150 top
great places to work in Brazil,
based on the comprehensive
quantitative and qualitative
surveys conducted with the
managers and employees.
Previously listed as the 25th best
company in 2016, the 31st in
2017, and 18th in 2018, Kordsa ranked 17th this year in the multinational
medium-sized companies category.
While transforming the business world through its mission to reinforce
life, Kordsa first cares and reinforces its people by creating a work
environment that inspires and develops people. While enhancing
people’s passion and courage, and reinforcing diversity and talent
through inclusion, it strengthens sincere dialogue among every
employee.
This 4 th Great Place to Work award demonstrates Kordsa’s
commitment to placing people at the centre of its business and proves
the success of Kordsa’s management strategy as a driver of synergy
and business evolution.

“last couple of quarters.”
Another factor, said the Cabot
boss, is the current uncertainty
being created by trade disputes
between US and China. This, he
said, is limiting the ability of
companies to “really plan properly.”
“As a result, they are very
cautious on inventory levels. And
again, that creates – or contributes
to a more competitive environment
in the carbon black side of things,”
he noted. “We certainly have to
work through this in a somewhat
unprecedented short-term situation
in China, and we’re doing that,”
Keohane concluded.
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JSR launches new SBR
for high-performance
tires
● The Japanese Synthetic Rubber and

Plastics major, JSR Corporation, recently
announced the development of a new
styrene-butadiene copolymer rubber
(SBR) for automotive tires. The company
says the new SBR features significantly
improved mechanical strength, wear
resistance and durability.
JSR has implemented its proprietary
synthesis technology to develop a new
SBR with significantly improved
mechanical strength, as compared to
conventional SBR. The material
combines the company’s unique

COMPANY NEWS

polymerisation and hydrogenation
technologies, to control the number of
unsaturated bonds in the material.
Through this process, it is possible to
optimise the interactions among
polymer molecules and minimise the
stress produced in crosslinking.
Consequently, this new SBR has, not
just about two times the mechanical
strength of conventional SBR, but also
exceeds the strength of natural rubber.
Tires using this new SBR as the tread
compound rubber show more than
50% better wear resistance, along with
low fuel consumption and grip
performance
compared
to
conventional SBR-equipped tires.

Smithers unifies under
one brand
● Smithers, a leading provider of

testing, consulting, information, and
compliance services, recently
announced the launch of a single
brand identity, refreshed logo, new
tagline, and a streamlined web

Smithers Rapra, and Smithers
presence at www.smithers.com.
Viscient). This shift to a single brand
Smithers commemorates their nearly
will make it easier for clients in any
100-year commitment to helping their
industry worldwide
clients bring great
to discover the full
products to market with a
breadth of services
new tagline: Innovate
Smithers has to offer
with Confidence.
“By uniting all our
throughout the entire
member
companies
product development
under a single brand, we
process.
are working together to
Smithers has grown
connect our clients with
by investing in new
Smithers experts,” said
technology
in
Michael Hochschwender,
response to customer
CEO and President,
needs and has
Michael Hochschwender,
Smithers. “The power of
laboratories and
CEO and President, Smithers
operations in North
our connected enterprise
supports our clients
America, Europe, and
Asia.”We’re preserving the best of our
throughout
their
product
history while fortifying our footprint
development process. In striving to
streamline the client experience and
as a global brand,” said Glenn Goldney,
strengthen its global brand presence,
Vice President of Sales and Marketing,
Smithers. “As we look toward the
Smithers is bidding farewell to its
future, we are more committed than
legacy brands (Smithers Apex,
ever to delivering accurate data, on
Smithers Avanza, Smithers Pira,
Smithers Quality Assessments,
time, with high touch,” he added.
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Rubber Division names new
executive director
● Lakisha Miller-Barclay has been named the ACS Rubber

Division’s executive director, succeeding Ed Miller who
has served at the helm of the division for almost two
decades. Miller, who had planned his Jan 15 retirement
for long, is the only person to have held the executive
director title.
Miller-Barclay will step into the role at the beginning of
2020. ”I am very pleased with the steering committee’s
selection of Lakisha to succeed me as executive director,”
Miller said in a statement. “She is professional, personable
and extremely knowledgeable in Rubber Division
operations and future-focused,” he added.

Miller-Barclay
joined
Rubber Division as director of
finance and administration in
2007. In that role, she
manages the day-to-day
finances of the organisation
as well as long-term planning
and reporting.
Part of the American
Chemical Society, Rubber
Division is a US association
representing the rubber and
polymers industry and
academia.

Lakisha Miller-Barclay

Sibur, Sinopec revive NBR project, extend partnership
● Sibur Holding and China Petroleum & Chemical Corp.

(Sinopec) are extending their rubber cooperation with
an agreement to resume talks for a second nitrile
butadiene rubber (NBR) production plant and a deal to
produce SEBS (styrene, ethylene and butylene-based
block copolymers). The two companies signed the
agreements during a 17 Sept meeting between the
Russian prime minister Dmitry Medvedev and the
Chinese premier Li Keqiang in Saint Petersburg. The
parties signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU)
to revive a previously announced NBR joint venture in
China.
The JV, which will be based in Shanghai, will be
60% owned by Sinopec and 40% by Sibur and is
estimated to have a capacity of 50 kilotonnes per
annum (ktpa).
The two companies already run an NBR production
joint venture, with a 42.5ktpa production capacity, in
Kransoyarsk, Siberia (pictured).
It is planned, that the new unit, like the Russian
facility, will also feed growing demand for NBR in China
and South East Asia. “We have resumed our efforts to

set up a JV on the back of
strong consumer demand
for NBR in China, and we
plan to leverage this
opportunity to expand our
business in the growing
market,” said Pavel
Lyakhovich, managing
director Sibur.
Separately, the two Pavel Lyakhovich,
companies signed a Managing Director,6LEXU
framework cooperation
agreement to build a 20ktpa plant in Russia to produce
SEBS. The 50:50 joint venture will be Russia’s first SEBS
production facility and will aim to reduce the country’s
reliance on imports, according to Lyakhovich. SEBS is a
pelletised modifier for thermoplastics used to impart
elasticity to plastic materials or as a primary polymer to
produce elastic components. The product offers high
durability and is used in a variety of applications such
as plastics and bitumen modification, adhesives,
modification compounds, and toys.
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DIARY

DIARY OF WORLD EVENTS
OCTOBER 2019
◗ Arab Rubber Expo 2019

09-10 October, Sharjah Expo Centre,
UAE
Contact: Peram Prasada Rao TechnoBiz
Tel: +66 2 933 0077
Fax: +66 2 955 9971
Email: peram@technobiz-asia.com
Web:
Web:www.rubbertechnologyexpo.com
◗ Traction Summit 2019

16-18 October, San Jose California
Contact: Ms. Shelby Heitzenrater
Marketing Specialist - Smithers
Information
Tel : 330 762 7441 ext 1138
email : sheitzenrater@smithers.com
web: www.tractionsummit.com
◗ K - 2019

16-23 October: Duesseldorf,
Germany
Contact: Desislava Angelova /
Sabrina Giewald
Tel: +49-211-4560 240 /
Fax:
Fax:+49-211-4560 8548
Email: AngelovaD@messeduesseldorf.de
GiewaldS@messe-duesseldorf.de

JUNE 2020
University Exhibition Centre,
Ahmedabad
Organised by Rubber Manufacturer’s
Welfare Association,
Contact: Yashodhar Kahate,
Honarary Secretary
Tel: +91 9227972801
email: ykahate@yahoo.co.in
web:indianrubbershow.co.in

◗ TPE & Silicone Elastomers
World Summit 2019
26-27 November: Austria Trend
Hotel Savoyen Vienna
Contact: Katie McGowan
Tel: +44 (0) 1372 802000
Email: kmcgowan@smithers.com

DECEMBER 2019
◗ India Rubber & Tyre Show2019

20-22 December, Gujarat

17-19 June 2019
SECC, Ho Chin Minh City, Vietnam
Contact: Minh Vi
Minh Vi Exhibition & Advertisement
Services Co., Ltd.
Tel : +84 28 3848 8561
Fax : +84 28 3848 8564
Email: info@veas.com.vn
Web: www.rubber-tyre.com.vn

JANUARY 2020
◗ RubberTech India 2020

SEPTEMBER 2020

8-10 January, Chennai Trade Centre,
Chennai, India.
Contact: Willow Sun (Ms)
Senior Project Manager
China United Rubber Corporation,China
Tel : 0086 153779792
Email: rts@chrubber.com
Web: www.rubbertech-expo.com

◗RubberTech China 2020

16-18 September, Shanghai new
International Expo Centre, Shanghai,
China
Contact: CURC - Ella Liu / Willow Sun
Tel: +86-10-58650277
Fax: +86-10-58650288
Email: expo@chrubber.com
Web: http://en.rubbertech-expo.com

FEBRUARY 2020
◗Tire Technology Expo 2020

25 -27 February
Deutsche Messe, Hannover, Germany
Contact: Colin Scott, UKIP Media & Events,
Tel : +44-1306-743744
Email: colin.scott@ukimediaevents.com
Fax: +44-1306877411
Web: www.tiretechnology-expo.com

NOVEMBER 2019
◗ Tomorrow’s Tire Summit
13-14 November 2019
Shanghai, China
Contact:Emma Newton- Senior
Marketing Executive -EU and Asia
Events
Tel : (D) +44 1372 802016
(Board) +44 1372 802000
Email : enewton@smithers.com
Web: www.tomorrowstire.com

◗Rubber & Tyre Vietnam 2020

MARCH 2020
◗ Glob al Rubber, Latex & Tyre Expo
2020

11-13 March 2020, Bangkok
International Trade &
Exhibition Centre, Bangkok, Thailand
Contact: Peram Prasada Rao - TechnoBiz
Tel: +66 2 933 0077
Fax: +66 2 955 9971
Email: peram@technobiz-asia.com
Web: www.rubbertechnology-expo.com
◗Tyrexpo Africa 2020

March 24-26 at Gallagher
Convention Centre, Hall 2
Johannesburg, South Africa
Contact: Zann Lee (Ms)
Manager (Events Marketing),
SingEx Exhibitions
Tel : DID (65) 6403 2531
Email: zann.lee@singex.com
Web: www.singex.com
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◗10th International Rubber
Glove Conference & Exhibition
08 – 10 September: Kuala Lumpur
Convention Centre, Malaysia
Contact:Desmond Tang, MARGMA
Tel: +603 7727 3197
Fax: +603 7727 3191
Email: ceo@margma.com.my
Web: www.margma.com.my

OCTOBER 2020
◗ IRC 2020

15 - 17 October, Chennai Trade Centre,
Chennai, India

Contact:KJ Janakar, Chairman, IRI
C/o.Helar Marketing & Consultants Pvt.
Ltd.
Contact: 044 24480324
Email : helar@vsnl.com
Web: www.iri.net.in

SIAM
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NATURAL RUBBER

Conti & Michelin
develop mobile app for
natural rubber
●The German automotive supplier and

tire major, Continental AG and France’s
Michelin,
the
leading
tire
manufacturer, are planning a joint
venture related to tire production,
based on a list of mergers under review
published by the German antitrust
authority, the Federal Cartel Office.
The French farming technology firm
SMAG is also listed as a partner in the
joint venture, which will be based in
Singapore. According to sources close
to both the companies, the JV is called
Rubberway- a mobile application
designed in compliance with the
objectives of the Global Platform for
Sustainable Natural Rubber (GPSNR).
Rubberway has been described as a
technological solution that maps and
assesses practices and risks regarding
environmental issues, social affairs, and
Corporate Social Responsibility
governance throughout the natural
rubber (NR) industry, from rubberprocessing plants downstream to
plantations upstream. The app will
provide its users (tire manufactures)
with the collected data and enable
them to identify and improve
sustainability in the NR chain.
Michelin is bringing the rights of use
and exploitation to the joint venture,
as well as its user experience of it on
the ground, while Continental is
investing in the joint venture and
opening up the path to wider use of
the application by other tire-makers
and car-parts manufacturers, thereby
helping to accelerate the rise of
responsible practices in the NR
industry. Smag is sharing all its
technological and sector-specific
expertise in digital solutions for
agriculture.

India’s Harrisons
Malayalam seeks
government’s support
●India’s plantations major Harrisons

Malayalam Ltd has voiced concern over
the frequent natural calamities and said
they could ring the death knell for the
industry in South India.
“We were badly hit by Cyclone Okhi
in 2017, causing a damage of Rs 3.5
crore to our rubber estates. Similarly,
our capital and infrastructure losses in

India, particularly Kerala, is a high-cost
producer of plantation crops

the last two years to floods and
landslides in the tea fields is estimated
at Rs11 crore. In view of the continued
losses in operations, it will be difficult
for us to rebuild the infrastructure and
carry out the replanting of the
damaged areas without government
support,” said Cherian M George, Chief
Executive and Director, HML.
The challenges posed by the natural
calamities, change in weather patterns
and rising temperature levels are serious
threats to the plantation business. Posteconomic liberalisation, plantation
crops in India are exposed to severe
global competition. India, particularly
Kerala, is a high-cost producer of
plantation crops. Hence tea, rubber,
coffee and cardamom are not able to
cover the cost of production and are
unable to compete with other countries
who are able to produce these crops at
a much lower cost.
“Now we are faced with yet another
challenge of natural calamities and
change in weather pattern,” he said.
Considering the landscape of Kerala,
the company has suggested formation
of a Ministry for Environment, Health
& Sustainability to coordinate activities
in forest, agriculture, urban
development, industries, housing,
revenue etc. A detailed study is
essential on sustainable practices
followed in other ecologically-fragile
countries. The government should also
frame a plantation policy, enlarging the
scope of plantation crops and
encouraging cultivation of perennial
crops. HML grows tea and rubber as
main crops and engage around 11,000
employees, he added.

Indian planters
apprehensive about
RCEP
●The new Regional Comprehensive

Economic

Partnership
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(RCEP)

agreement being proposed in India has
caused concerns in the country’s
beleaguered plantation sector, which
is being challenged by weak prices,
rising costs in the midst of oversupply
and erratic weather. RCEP is a
proposed free trade agreement (FTA)
between the 10-member states of the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) (Brunei, Cambodia,
Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar,
the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand,
Vietnam) and its six FTA partners (India,
China, Japan, South Korea, Australia
and New Zealand). It is the world’s
largest economic bloc.
ALRM Nagappan, President of the
United Planters Association of South
India (UPASI), warned that RCEP
would present a new threat for the
plantation industry, which is currently
facing many challenges. “We urge the
government to keep all the plantation
crops under the exclusion list from the
proposed RCEP agreement,” he said.
According to UPASI, during 201819, India had an overall trade surplus
of Rs 4,368 crore, with exports of
plantation commodities such as tea,
coffee and spices, among others.
However, as regards the RCEP
countries, India faces a trade deficit of
Rs 5,716 crore in plantation
commodities, so the country’s
plantation sector will face significant
losses if the RCEP agreement
materialises. Further, tariff cuts can
only widen the trade deficit once the
markets are opened up under RCEP,
since most of the ASEAN countries are
producers of plantation crops.
International trade agreements that
have led to cheaper imports have
already hurt India’s plantation sector.
Commodities such as natural rubber
(NR), tea, coffee, cardamom and
pepper have been exposed to
international competition since April
2001, when the qualitative restrictions
were lifted as per the commitments
under WTO. The 2009 ASEAN
agreement further opened up the
Indian market to countries such as
Indonesia, Vietnam, Thailand and
Malaysia, which produce plantation
commodities. Under the ASEAN
agreement, import duties for tea, coffee
and pepper were gradually reduced,
while NR, cardamom and some tariff
lines on coffee were kept on the
exclusion list.

NATURAL RUBBER
NR prices in India down due to slowing demand
● By late September, the benchmark rubber contract on the Indian Commodity

Exchange was trading marginally lower. The most active October NR contract
on the ICEX was at Rs 12,485/per 100 kg.
Traders said the persistent fall in demand had an impact on prices, as well as
the expectations of higher production during the season. Prices of RSS-4 fell to
Rs 126-128.kg in Kerala’s key markets.
Meanwhile, rubber futures on the Tokyo Commodity Exchange (TOCOM)
recovered from a two-week low of 160.2 yen/kg (Rs105.4/kg) in late September
and the price of the RSS-3 variety in Thailand fell by 67 cents to $151.6/100 kg
and in Malaysia, the price of the SMR-20 variety fell 7 cents to $134.15/100 kg.
Expectation of higher production and sluggish demand are likely to keep
domestic rubber prices low. India’s NR output in 2019-20 (Apr-Mar) is expected
to be 750,000 tonnes as compared to 651,000 tonnes the previous year.
In 2018-19, India’s plantation exports
stood at Rs 12,361 crore, with coffee
accounting for Rs 5,905 crore, followed
by tea at Rs 5,335 crore and pepper at
Rs 821 crore, cardamom at Rs 242 crore
and rubber at Rs 57 crore.

IRSG, FTA partner for
natural rubber
sustainability
● The International Rubber Study

Group (IRSG) has agreed to work with
an Indonesian agricultural research
body on NR sustainability efforts, with
an aim of creating joint proposals for
resource mobilisation.

The IRSG and Bogor-based Forests,
Trees and Agroforestry (FTA) — the
research arm of CGIAR — signed a letter
of intent recently to explore working
together in order to leverage their
respective strengths.
The cooperative pact will also
include the efforts of the Center for
International Forestry Research
(CIFOR), a non-profit, scientific
institution that conducts research on
challenges of forest and landscape
management around the world.
“The rubber sector is at a turning
point, and is now quite conscious of
the need to embrace a more
sustainable future,” Vincent Gitz,
director of CIFOR and FTA said.
He added, “A programme like FTA
can support the sector and its
stakeholders with evidence-based
solutions toward sustainability. We’re
glad to cooperate with IRSG for this.”

FTA’s initiative is the largest research
for a development programme
dedicated to embracing the role of
forests, trees and agroforestry in
improving production systems.
Through education, it looks to
address some of the biggest
sustainability issues of the moment,
such as food security and living wages
for people around the world, while
“providing concrete responses to
climate change.”
IRSG secretary general Salvatore
Pinizzotto noted the importance of
collaboration in helping to propel the
natural rubber industry into a more
sustainable future.
The collaboration, he said, will
further
advance
IRSG’s
sustainability agenda which was
unveiled by the organisation in
March 2019.
CGIAR is the adopted name for
the FTA’s umbrella organisaton; it
originally stood for the
Consultative
Group
on
International
Agricultural
Research.

NR production declines
as demand grows
● Global production of NR fell 6.5%

year-on-year to 4.93 million tonnes in
the first five months of 2019, according
to the latest figures released by the
Association of Natural Rubber
Producing Countries (ANRPC).
World NR consumption for the five
months to end of May rose 0.9% to
5.789 million tonnes, creating a
shortfall of just under 860,000 tonnes,
ANRPC announced in a 20 Aug
statement.
This favourable market fundamental,
according to ANRPC, have kept the
sentiment in NR market strong despite
the tension between China and US.
The ANRPC will hold its 12th annual
rubber conference in October in
Indonesia, where it will focus on
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sustainability measures within the
industry.
The conference, which will be held
on Oct 7 at Hotel Tentrem, Yogyakarta,
Indonesia, is structured into a keynote
speech, five talks and a panel discussion
represented by key policymakers of NR
sector in the 13 ANRPC member
countries.
The association’s member states
include Thailand, Indonesia, Vietnam,
China, India, Malaysia, Cambodia,
Myanmar, Philippines, Sri Lanka,
Bangladesh, Papua New Guinea and
Singapore.

India’s disposable
gloves market booming
● A new study by Reportocean on

India’s Disposable Gloves Market, 20182025, provides analysis and industry
forecast, by product, form, application
and distribution channel. Reportocean
prepares market research reports,
analytical insights and projections
about various markets and fields.
In 2017, the country’s disposable
gloves market was valued at $303
million, and is expected to reach $760
million by 2025, growing at a CAGR
of 12.4% during the forecast period.
According to the report, neoprene
gloves posted the highest growth
throughout the forecast period, in
terms of volume.
On the basis of product, India’s
disposable gloves market is segmented
into NR gloves, nitrile gloves, vinyl
gloves, neoprene, polyethylene, and
others. Depending on form, the market
is categorised into powdered
disposable gloves and non-powdered
disposable gloves. Based on the
application, the market is divided into
medical and non-medical gloves. The
medical segment is then further
classified into examination and
surgical gloves, while the non-medical
segment is further classified into food
service, cleanroom, and industrial
gloves. Based on distribution
channels, the market is segregated
into wholesaling and direct selling,
medical store, and online store.
This report provides a detailed
quantitative analysis of the current
market trends and future estimations
from 2018 to 2025, as well as a
comprehensive analysis of the factors
that drive and restrain the growth of
the country’s disposable gloves market.

AUTO NEWS
Daimler to make India a global export hub
for BS-VI trucks, buses
Mahindra Group plans
to double investments
in US to
$ 1 Billion
z“Mahindra has already invested $1

billion in the US market and we are
committed to doubling our
investments here over the next few
years. We are proud to reaffirm our
commitment to creating American
jobs and meaningfully contribute to
the
local
economies
and
communities in which we operate in,”
Anand Mahindra, Chairman,
Mahindra Group said while unveiling
a new office in Washington D.C.
New office in USA:
This year, Mahindra Group marks its
25th year of conducting business in
the US. Its companies in the US span
a diverse array of industries, including
automotive manufacturing, farm
equipment production, IT services,
sustainable
transportation,
multipurpose aircraft development
and equipment financing services.
“Establishing this new Washington,
D.C., office is an important element
of our US growth strategy,” Mahindra
said.
The US office will be led by Dilip
Sundaram, President of Corporate
Affairs-Americas, at the Mahindra
Group. “Mahindra has a clear vision
for the US and our strategic presence
in Washington, D.C., will allow us to
work towards achieving our goals,”
said Sundaram. Mahindra employs
thousands of associates in the US
across 10 factories and assembly
centres, 790 tractor and powersports
dealerships, and 30 IT development
and delivery centres.

Satyakam Arya (right), MD and CEO, Daimler India Commercial Vehicles, and Rohit
Bhan, VP Sales and Marketing, Daimler Buses India, at a press conference in Chennai
zDaimler India Commercial Vehicles (DICV) will launch its BS-VI-compliant trucks

and buses during the first quarter of 2020 as the truck and bus manufacturing
arm of Germany’s Daimler AG hopes that BS-VI fuel will be made available from
February next year.
The company also announced that its Oragadam manufacturing operations
near Chennai will become a hub for the export of BS- VI trucks and buses.
“While BS-VI fuel is available in the NCR (National Capital Region), the industry
has requested the government and oil companies to ensure the availability of BSVI fuel from February 2020 onwards instead of pushing it to April 1. The
discussions are on,” Satyakam Arya, Managing Director & CEO of DICV, said
while showcasing DICV’s readiness for the new emission norms of BS-VI, which
will kick in on April 1 next year.
He felt the availability of fuel much before the deadline would pave the way for
a smooth transition.
Public sector oil companies had earlier indicated that they would start their
work relating to BS-VI fuel supply at their petrol pumps from January 2020 in
order to make it available on April 1.
Most of the truck and bus makers in India have showcased their readiness for
BS VI, but wait for the availability of fuel for the market launch of such trucks.
He stated that the market conditions for trucks in India would be challenging
during the next couple of years.
From 2014 to 2018, sale of trucks doubled to 3.78 lakh units from 1.80 lakh
units. But, in this calendar year, it is likely to fall by about 25% to 2.7-2.9 lakh
units due to prevailing market conditions. During January-August, the industry
had sold 1.94 lakh trucks, a decrease of 24%. “2020 will also remain low key with
a likely decline of 10-15% with volumes in the range of 2.3-2.5 lakh units,” said
Arya.
Its urban agriculture programme
has created 1,500 new gardens across
low-income areas of Detroit and has
turned abandoned properties into
working farms, which have generated
million pounds of fresh produce.

India pips China as
Hyundai’s largest
overseas production
base
z The gloom in the domestic

Anand Mahindra, Chairman, Mahindra Group

automotive sector has a silver lining.
India has replaced China as the
largest overseas manufacturing
operation for Hyundai Motor
Company.
During the first half of this calendar
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year, the South Korean car maker’s
factory in Chennai produced more
vehicles than the combined
production of its units in China. The
India volume is now second only to
Hyundai’s domestic output in South
Korea.
According to reports quoting data
from the Korea Automobile
Manufacturers Association, Hyundai
Motor produced 3,51,837 vehicles in
India during the January-June 2019
period (up from 3,48,068 in H1 2018)
as against the total production of
2,88,060 units in China (3,78,629
units in H1 2018).
Hyundai Motor India (HMI), which
is the second-largest brand after

AUTO NEWS

Maruti Suzuki in the country, has
been faring better than its rivals in
the Indian market, which is
witnessing a sharp slowdown in
demand. During the April-July 2019
period, the Indian passenger vehicle
market fell 22% to 9.13 lakh units.
While almost all automobile
brands reported a double-digit
decline in sales volumes (in the range
of 16 to 50%) during this period,
Hyundai’s decline was in single digits
(8%). HMI, which is also a hub for
compact cars, exported 86,500 units
to over 100 countries in H1 2019.
According to experts, Hyundai’s
strategy of periodic launches is
keeping the momentum alive for the
brand. Its latest product ‘Venue’ has
received an overwhelming response
with more than 50,000 bookings.

Indian auto companies
may disappoint on the
street-on-volume
growth front in H2
z Auto companies could see another

round of earnings cut as the asking
monthly run-rates for the remaining
months of FY20, given the current
projections, appear rather tall.
The projected EPS of auto
companies have been slashed 15-35
% for FY20. Still, the risk of the
growth of negative earnings is
mounting for several auto

companies, such as Ashok Leyland
1.52 %, Tata Motors 1.25%, Maruti
and Eicher Motors 0.05 %, according
to IIFLNSE 1.92%.
Despite the sharp fall in volumes
in the first five months, the street is
penciling in a volume decline of
8-15 % for FY20. This suggests the
street is building in a pickup in
volume growth of 10-70% for the
second half.
On the face of it, such run-rates
appear optimistic. Firstly, the second
quarter volume growth has been
mainly driven by inventory filling to
stock up dealer’s inventory ahead of
the festival season. However, in the
current scenario due to elevated
inventory at the dealer end, off-take
by the dealers has remained muted.
According to some dealers, the
turnaround time for trucks carrying
vehicles has become too long as
yards are stocked full due to low
retail offtake.
Secondly, expectations of lower
prices for BS-4 vehicles from the
beginning of next year and the
likelihood of a GST rate cut are
prompting buyers to defer their
purchases even though discounts hit
a record.
Expectations of a recovery in the
second half can be gauged from the
fact that Maruti’s volume growth in
the first five months dropped 24%.
Yet, the street is factoring in a 10%
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decline, implying growth of 27-30%
in the second half of the year, which
appears to be a hard task given the
challenging environment. In simple
terms, the current five monthly
volume run-rate is 124,000, while the
implied volume for the second half is
158,000-160,000 units based on the
projected volume growth for the
current fiscal.
Ashok Leyland’s heavy commercial
business volume is estimated to
increase 60% in the remaining seven
months of FY20 to achieve the
current volume guidance. Ashok
Leyland’s MHCV monthly run-rate is
about 8,000 units in the first five
months, and it must reach 12,000
units to meet the existing full-year
volume forecast.

Slowing India to pull
down global sales of
light vehicle this year
zIndia, a strong growth driver for the

global passenger vehicle market over
the last few years, has turned into
the second biggest drag on global
output in the first half of 2019.
With domestic sales continuing to
slide month on month due to an
economic slowdown and rise in cost
of ownership, Asia’s second biggest
economy may record the steepest fall
in production among the world’s top
10 passenger vehicle markets this
calendar, according to global
information service provider IH
Markit.
The country’s production of light
vehicles — that is, passenger vehicles
plus small commercial vehicles of up
to 6 tonnes capacity — is estimated
to decline by 11.4% to 4.18 million
in 2019, according IHS Markit
forecast. The largest market, China is
estimated to record 7.3% decline in
production (see graphic).
If the Indian market slides into
double digit decline, then the country
may slip behind Germany to the fifth
position in passenger vehicle sales in
2019.
Between 2015 till 2018, India was
the fastest growing among the top
light vehicles markets.
Gaurav Vangaal, country lead for
light vehicle forecasting at IHS
Market, said at the start of the year
that India was estimated to register
5% growth in light vehicle output,
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but with a series of challenges on
liquidity, economic growth and job
growth, the sentiment has turned
adverse.
“The transition from BS IV to BS VI
emission norms will also lead to stock
adjustment, which will have an
impact on the numbers,” Vangaal
said.
With Chinese and Indian markets
set for significant decline, the global
passenger vehicle market is estimated
to fall 7-9% this year, the steepest
since the Lehmann Brothers crisis of
2008-09.
Ravi Bhatia, president of
automotive business intelligence
provider Jato Dynamics, attributes
the slowdown in India to regulatory
changes taking place in short
timeframes. He cited new safety
norms which has led to price
increase, and restriction on diesel
vehicle sales by the National Green
Tribunal. The electrification plan has
also led to uncertainty in the market,
he said.
According to Jato Dynamics, the
global vehicle market (passenger,
light commercials) is due to fall 6-8%
in 2019. In the first half of the year,
the market has declined by 7% which
is the steepest decline seen in years.
Felipe Munoz, senior analyst at Jato
Dynamics, said all the top 10 markets
are facing challenging times. There
is lack of confidence among
consumers, the global economy is
cooling, and there are geopolitical
tensions that make things more
complicated.
“In China, private debt levels post
a record (high) and the tensions with

US make things worse,” Munoz said.
“The party is also over in Europe
where registrations peaked and are
due to get hurt by upcoming CO2
regulations even as diesel issue
continues to have negative impact.
Markets like India, Russia and Brazil
were supposed to be the growth
drivers, but it seems that they are not
ready yet. I don’t see anything
changing in H2 2019.”
As trade barriers go up and
structural changes of shared and
electric mobility reshape the personal
vehicle buying patterns world over,
the passenger vehicle market may
continue to struggle.
“Many consumers around the
world are opting to use other
transportation solutions instead of
buying cars,” Munoz added. “The new
technologies, better communication,
and the increasing problems and
costs of owning a car is forcing many
people to stop buying car,” he
pointed out.

China’s auto stimulus
will add to congestion
issues
zIn an attempt to boost auto sales

following over a year of falling
demand, the Chinese government’s
ruling State Council told city
governments to loosen or cancel
restrictions on new car sales
designed to limit congestion. The
measure is intended to push the
country’s slowing economic growth
back on the fast track.
While shares in China’s major
automakers, such as Guangzhou
Automobile Group Co. and SAIC
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Motor Corp. surged on the news,
automakers such as BYD Co. and BAIC
Motor Corp. did not see a rise as these
companies have invested heavily in
electric vehicles favored by existing
rules, so they may lose out from a
policy change.
China’s restrictions on car use are
necessary since the country simply
doesn’t have enough road space to
accommodate
surging
car
ownership and involve limiting sales
to those who’ve received ownership
licenses under a quota system, as well
as banning driving on alternate days.
While Guangzhou and Shenzhen
have increased their quotas recently,
following the ruling of the State
Council, the congestion in Beijing is
so severe that an increase in the
quotas is unlikely to happen,
It is expected that auto sales in
China will gradually start rising
towards the end of the year, not least
because the earlier year’s
comparisons are more flattering now
that they’re being set against the
gloomy results from the second half
of 2018, rather than the strong
figures from 2017.
It appears that the country’s auto
industry is facing up to the demand
peak that wealthier countries dealt
with a decade or more ago.

Worst slump for British
auto industry since 2001
z Rising

global tensions and
uncertainty over Brexit have created
a grave situation for the British car
industry, with UK car production
down by over 10% year on year in
July- having fallen for 14 consecutive
months. Based on figures from SMMT
(Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders), the shrinkage is greater
than during the height of the 20072009 global financial crisis.
Emissions scandals in Europe have
led to a fall in sales of diesel vehicles
and fears of a global economic
slowdown have risen due to the USChina trade war. Meanwhile,
uncertainties over Brexit have
severely limited investment in British
manufacturing, even as automakers
across the world are trying to invest
in developing electric vehicles.
The SMMT said that there was a
10.6% fall in auto manufacturing
output in July to 108,239 cars. Plants
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in Britain, which produce vehicles for
companies such as Jaguar Land
Rover, Nissan and Mini, produced
774,760 cars in the January to July
2019 period – a fifth less than during
the same time in 2018. Out of the six
automakers that produced more than
10,000 cars in the UK in 2018, only
Mini saw an increase in production
during the year.
The British auto sector is
overwhelmingly reliant on exports.
In the event of a no-deal Brexit, which
seemed extremely likely in early
September, auto parts as well as
finished vehicles could be delayed
at the border by new checks. The
auto industry fears the imposition
of tariffs as high as 10%. In June,
the PSA Group, which owns brands
including Peugeot and Citroën,
warned that it will only build its new
Vauxhall Astra in the UK (at
Ellesmere Port) if the government
secures a good Brexit deal.
Honda’s
factory
closure
announcement will mean the end of
about 7,000 jobs, while another
1,100 are in the balance at Ellesmere
Port. In February, Honda announced
the closure of its manufacturing
facility in Swindon, which produces
the Civic. This year, Nissan also
withdrew the production of its
Infiniti cars from Sunderland and
backed out of a commitment to
manufacture a new X-Trail model at
the Sunderland plant.

Automation Anywhere
to invest $100 million
in India
z Automation Anywhere, a global

leader in robotic process automation
(RPA), has committed to invest $100
million in India in the next three to
five years. The investments will go
towards expanding its R&D centres,
creating an ecosystem to build a
digital workforce and enable its
partners worldwide.
The SoftBank-backed company,
which was valued at $2.6 billion
during its fund-raise of $300 million
last year, plans to open four new
offices in Delhi, Hyderabad, Chennai
and Pune to support customer and
partner growth, while continuing to
strengthen its presence in Bengaluru,
Mumbai and Vadodara. At present,
the company has three engineering

China’s excess auto
capacity targeted by
govt regulator
zThe Chinese government plans to

Mihir Shukla, CEO and Co-founder,
Automation Anywhere

centres – two in Bengaluru and one
in Baroda. A new product
engineering centre in Pune is on the
anvil.
RPA is a fast-evolving technology
which uses software robots (bots)
to automate business processes that
have never been automated by
traditional technology platforms.
Today, these processes are managed
manually by hundreds of thousands
of human workers.
Automation Anywhere’s Intelligent
Digital Workforce Platform combines
cognitive automation and analytics
to drive productivity and business
process accuracy.
“We are the fastest growing
company in our category and have
experienced a 200% growth rate YoY
in IMEA (India, Middle East, Africa).
Our enterprise-grade platform that
combines RPA, cognitive and
embedded analytic technologies,
uses software bots that work side
by side with people to do much of
the repetitive work across industries.
Globally, we have deployed 1.4
million software bots and plan to
deploy over three million software
bots by 2020,” said Mihir Shukla, cofounder and CEO, Automation
Anywhere.
The San Jose-headquartered firm
with 42 offices around the world will
end 2019 with 3,000 plus
employees worldwide and an
additional 300 digital bot workforce.
“We see India emerging as the
automation hub of the world in the
near future. This is a huge
opportunity for India much like
China is the manufacturing hub of
the world,” added Shukla.
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strengthen management and
oversight of excess capacity in the
country’s auto industry, as it attempts
to pull the market out of a serious
slump. Producers of gasolinepowered vehicles are to be targeted,
since many upstart manufacturers
have entered the world’s largest auto
market.
Speaking at an international auto
industry conference held recently in
Tianjin, Lu Weisheng of the National
Development
and
Reform
Commission (NDRC), said the surplus
production capacity utilisation rate
would be made “appropriate” and
that automakers who were late to
respond would be “eliminated.” In
January this year, the Chinese
government laid down regulations
prohibiting the establishment of new
gasoline car manufacturers.
In 2018, new car sales in China
totaled about 28 million vehicles, but
this year sales have been much
slower.
China is estimated to have
production capacity of 60 million
units, including small and mediumsized enterprises. According to an
industry summary, the factory
utilisation rate of the country’s
industry during the first six months
of this year was at about 77%, down
3.8% from a year earlier.
An automobile factory is generally
said to require a utilisation rate of
about 80% to be profitable. Believing
that the bloat hampers industrial
advancement,
the
Chinese
government has targeted excess
facilities. Based on a recent forecast,
new auto sales in the country are
expected to fall by 9% this year. With
auto sales in China down by 11.4%
for the January-July period, there is
likely to be a double-digit shrinkage
in sales for the full year.

Concerns for US auto
industry, suppliers in
US-China trade war
zThe worsening trade war between

China and the US is a matter of great
concern for American auto parts
makers and other business interests,
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especially given the recent unexpected
new round of tariff hikes.
In August, China announced the
imposition of new tariffs of 5% to 10%
on about $75 billion worth of US
goods, including oil and agricultural
goods. On December 15, China’s
tariffs on vehicles and vehicle parts is
to increase from 5% to 25%.
Meanwhile, the US government
recently said it would increase by 5%
existing or pending tariffs on about
$550 billion of goods imported from
China. Existing 25% tariffs on $250
billion worth of Chinese goods will rise
to 30%, effective Oct. 1. Tariffs on
another $300 billion worth of goods,
which started September 1, rose from
10% to 15%.
US tariffs on Chinese goods cover
practically every type of tire, in addition
to a wide range of rubber automotive
and industrial parts, rubber chemicals
and natural and synthetic rubbers.

Reaction to the new tariffs from the
US business community was largely
negative. A spokeswoman for MEMA
(the Motor & Equipment Manufacturers
Association) said it has repeatedly
called for China and the US to work
together to reach a trade agreement
that works for both countries. In a press
release prior to the two countries
announcing further tariff hikes, MEMA
cautioned that the motor vehicle parts
supplier industry is a global but fragile
industry at its breaking point, and that
the cumulative effect of imposed and
threatened tariffs, and the uncertainty
that those policies create, will
discourage growth in investment, jobs,
and innovation in the US
While The American Chemistry
Council said it supports US President
Trump’s efforts to hold China
accountable for unfair trade practices,
they noted that tariffs alone will harm
chemical manufacturers and their

customers, and that negotiation would
be more effective than “intimidation
and retaliation”.

BMW eyes ‘lion’s share’
of India’s luxury car
market ahead of BS-VI
introduction
zWith BS-VI norms kicking in on April

1, 2020, now is the right time for
consumers to purchase cars, according
to German luxury carmaker BMW.
“BS-IV for us is an opportunity rather
than an adversity...it is an opportunity

Indian auto sector’s growth story about to
collapse: Tata Motors MD
zThe Indian automobile industry’s growth story is about to collapse due to

ongoing slump triggered by a variety of factors, including low consumer
sentiment and non-availability of liquidity, Tata Motors CEO and Managing
Director Guenter Butschek said recently.
Speaking at the annual convention of
Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers
(SIAM), Butschek, however, said he was
cautiously optimistic about a recovery from
the current situation on the back of measures
announced by the government.
“Let’s actually take it in a very dramatic way
and let’s conclude, the Indian Automotive
Growth story is about to collapse,” he said.
Later on, while clarifying his statement on
the sidelines, he added, “I have seen the
statistics published by the entire automotive
industry in the first quarter, then the
continuing statistics provided on wholesale
in the month of July, August. I didn’t say it
Guenter Butschek MD &
has collapsed, it’s about to.”
CEO, Tata Motors
Low economic activity leading to subdued
demand, triggered by the liquidity crisis and the increase of the axle load
regulations for commercial vehicles and uncertainty in the minds of
consumers have severely hurt the sector, he added.
Stating that automobile manufacturers are taking steps to overcome the
challenge by adjusting production to demand, Butschek said, “Block closure
has become the word of the year.”
Welcoming the recent steps taken by the government, Butschek hoped
for things to turn around, although the road ahead is still challenging.
“I am cautiously optimistic that the worst is behind us,” he said. However,
he added that there were a lot of uncertainties related to BS-VI emission
norms transition and how it could impact the overall demand.
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Rudratej Singh, President and CEO,
BMW Group India, launching the BMW
3 Series car in Gurugram

for the consumers before BS-VI comes.
It is the right time to get into the
world of joy. We have many
programmes customised at various
levels. For instance, there are a lot of
offers on upgrades,” Rudratej Singh,
President and CEO, BMW Group
India said on the sidelines of a product
launch.
The company has a line-up of BS-VI
(only petrol) cars, too, but there are
many offers on the BS-IV cars — both
petrol and diesel — which customers
can explore, he added.
Through its promotional offers,
BMW expects to garner a giant share
of the luxury car market. “When the
tide turns, we will take the lion’s
share,” Singh quipped, adding that
the company understands the pulse
of Indian customers.
The company is closely competing
with the lead player in the luxury car
market, Mercedes-Benz, which had
sold 6,561 units in the January-June
period this year. BMW Group India
sold 5,579 units during the period,
which is a drop of 4% against the
same period last year.

NATURAL RUBBER

The Trend

I

ndia is estimated to have produced 32,000 tonnes of
Natual Rubber(NR) during April 2019,as severe drought
continued throughout the month, down by 20% from the
same month a year ago. Preliminary estimate for May 2019 is
41,000 tonnes compared to 42,000 tonnes produced during
the same month in the previous year.
As the FY 2019 starts, the manufacturing industry consumed
96500 tonnes of NR compared to 100,000 tonnes during
March 2019 , down by 3.5% . As per the preliminary estimate
consumption of NR during May 2019 is 98,500 tonnes, up 2%
from April 2019.
The country imported 34,420 tonnes of NR during April 2019
as against 38,055 tonnes imported during the same month a

year ago. According to preliminary estimate, the volume of NR
imported during May 2019 was 30,830 tonnes compared to
47,393 tonnes during May 2018. The country exported 685
tonnes of NR during April 2019 as against 329 tonnes exported
during April 2018.
The above trends in production,consumption,imports and
exports suggest that a total quantity of 2,78,000 tonnes of NR
was held as stock at the end of April 2019.
Coming to synthetic rubber (SR), the domestic production
during April 2019 was 33,302 tonnes as compared to 34,450
tonnes produced during March 2019. The consumption of SR
also decreased to 55,850 tonnes during April 2019 from 56,500
tonnes consumed during March 2019.

PRICE OF NATURAL RUBBER (Rupee per 100 Kg)
Month / Year

RSS-5

RSS-4

Domestic

May

2018

RSS-3

Latex

(60% drc)

Int
l.
Intl.

Domestic

Int
l.
Intl.

ISNR 20

SMR 20

Domestic

Intl.

12194

12419

11808

14640

14053

11959

9715

June

“

12263

12646

110920

14550

12615

12112

9382

July

“

12687

12919

10308

14077

11927

12782

9093

August

“

13074

13267

10320

16308

11682

13055

9343

September

“

12683

13048

10451

17073

12077

12361

9638

October

“

12314

12780

10556

16273

12015

11536

9748

November

“

11676

12156

9772

13922

11092

11020

8902

December

“

11831

12196

10116

14558

10810

11263

8914

12018

12466

11202

14622

11435

11657

9568

January

2019

February

“

11820

12433

11554

13880

12140

11600

9903

March

“

12433

12802

12248

13747

13695

12329

10273

12561

12828

12229

14513

14157

12313

10522

13710

12572

10626

April
May

“

13341

13604

12563

15432

Note: Domestic price refers to Kottayam market, international RSS 3 refers to Bangkok market and
international price of latex and SMR 20 to Kuala Lumpur market.
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NATURAL RUBBER

PRODUCTION & CONSUMPTION OF NR & SR
(Metric Tonnes)

April
2018

April
2019
Type-wise
Production
&
Consumption of NR & SR

(1)

April 2018
to March
2019

(2)

(3)

April
2017 to
March
2018
(4)

Percentage
increase (+)/
decrease (-)
of (3) & (4)
(5)

PRODUCTION
NATURAL RUBBER (NR)
Ribbed Smoked Sheet (RSS)

18735







Solid Block Rubber

8060

9570

119085

114875

Latex Concentrates(DRC)

4252

4500

78970

75070

680

1300

22375

25610

32000

40000

651000

694000

Others
Total

- 6.2

Note : Revised type-wise production of NR for 2017-18
SYNTHETIC RUBBER (SR)p
22731
11121

21418
10662

253859
122081

209938
113666

450

500

4832

7617

Total

33302

32580

380772

331221

15.0

Total NR & SR

65302

72580

1031772

1025221

0.6

Styrene Butadiene (SBR)

Poly butadiene (BR)
Others

CONSUMPTION
NATURAL RUBBER (NR)
Ribbed Smoked Sheet (RSS)

44050

41925

521495

513710

Solid Block Rubber

44240

47100

575115

493410

Latex Concentrates(DRC)

6070

7315

88330

79765

Others

2140

2160

27000

25325

Total

96 500

1211940

1112210

9.0
11.9

Out of which Auto

98500

69498

69640

864022

772162

Styrene Butadiene (SBR)

30865

28860

357180

311555

Poly butadiene (BR)

15635

15700

195835

184130

9350

11615

133310

138290

55850

56175

686325

633975

8.3

37698

38498

468086

437754

6.9

Total NR & SR

152350

154675

1898265

1746185

8.7

Out of which Auto Tire Manufacturers

107196

108138

1332108

1209916

10.1

Tire Manufacturers

SYNTHETIC RUBBER (SR)p

Others
Total
Out of which Auto Tire Manufacturers

LQGLJHQRXVDQGLPSRUWHG1RWH5HYLVHG7\SHZLVH153URGXFWLRQDQG&RQVXPSWLRQIRU
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NATURAL RUBBER

PRODUCTION & CONSUMPTION AND STOCK OF RR
(Metric Tonnes)

April
2019

Production
Consumption and stock of RR

(1)

RECLAIMED RUBBER (RR)

April
2018

April
2018
to

April
2017
to

March
2019

March
2018

(3)

(4)

(2)

Production @

11105

11480

142605

131575

Consumption

11435

11140

141165

130510

4122

4259

52376

50866

12975

12205

Out of which Auto Tire Manufacturers
Stock with Manufacturers
(end of the Month/Year
@:Indigenous purchase by Manufacturers

IMPORT/EXPORT & STOCK OF NR & SR
Import (P)
Natural Rubber

34420

38055

582351

469760

Synthetic Rubber

26248

25905

330148

338189

60668

63960

912499

807949

685

329

4551

5072

Total NR & SR
Natural Rubber
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GREEN ECONOMY

“GREEN ECONOMY – CHALLENGES
AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR
AUTOMOTIVE & TIRE INDUSTRIES”
(Paper presented at IRC-2019, September 3-5, 2019 at London, UK )

O

ver the past decade, the concept of a “green economy” has moved
into the mainstream of policy discourse across the world. A green
economy takes care of human well-being, social equity and reduces
environmental impact. Therefore, transitioning to a green economy has sound
economic and social justification. There is a strong case for governments as
well as the private sector to engage in this economic transformation. For
governments, this transition would involve levelling the playing field for greener
products by replacing harmful subsidies, reforming policies, redirecting public
investment etc. In private sector, this transition would involve responding to
these policy reforms and incentives through increased financing and
investment, skill building and innovation capacities to take advantage of
opportunities arising from a green economy.
The general perception among the people at large about the manufacturing
industry, in particular rubber industry, is that they are neither environmental
friendly nor energy inefficient and they don’t use non-renewable resources
etc. To change this perception, the rubber industry has to work towards
green economy through development of green technology, green
manufacturing including resource decoupling, which involves using less
land, water, energy and materials to maintain economic growth and reduce
the environmental impact.

Dr. R Mukhopadhyay, Chairman, Indian
Rubber Institute & Director & CE-HASETRI

Economies today have two major challenges: The need to create a sustainable growth oriented economy, and the need
to be competitive in the global market. It is well known that our current industrial society is on a path of “unsustain-able”
growth. The industrial revolution was an important step forward when the Earth housed only 1 billion people. But today,
with more than 7.7 billion people, and the majority of them very poor, we are finding that our current economic model
based on fossil fuels, unbridled consumption and throwaway products is just not sustain-able. Further more, a “no
growth” scenario is just not a realistic one when running a business or leading a country. If living standard of the people
at the bottom of the pyramid (presently 5.0 billion) is to improve along side population growth (expected total world
population 10 billion by 2050), it will be done at the cost of our mother planet with the present “unsustainable” growth
approach based on crude based economic model. So, the solution must be “sustainable” growth through Green Economy.
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GREEN ECONOMY

What is Green Economy?
A Green Economy results in increased human well-being and social equity, while significantly reducing environmental
risks and ecological scarcities. Green Economy is a vehicle for achieving Sustainable Development, through the
strengthening of the three pillars (Economy, Society & Environment)

Why Green Economy?
QInitiative born out of multiple crises and accelerating resource scarcity (limited resources – infinite demand).
Q An economic vehicle for sustainable development
Q Can take advantage of new growth trajectories designed to be more socially inclusive, as well as responsive to

poverty reduction and economic diversification objectives
QA new economic paradigm that can drive growth of income and jobs, without creating environmental risks
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How to implement Green Economy?
The remarkable economic and population growth of the 20th century was closely coupled to substantial increase in the
extraction and consumption of natural resources, leading to increasingly damaging negative environmental impact.
However, economic growth globally was faster than the growth of rate of consumption of natural resources and some
negative environment impact have been reduced. It appears that some dematerialisation of the world economy has
occurred spontaneously. Accelerating the process of decoupling economic activity from consumption and environmental
impact is fundamental to future human well-being. Transition from present crude-based economy to green economy is
possible only through decoupling of natural resources and environmental impact from economic growth.

Opportunities of Green Economy
Q Can reduce poverty and inequality. Inextricable link between poverty alleviation and wise management of natural

resources and ecosystems
QEcosystem services provide 47% to 90% of the so-called ‘GDP of the poor’
Q Common interest between developed and developing countries
Q Partnership of policymakers and business community
Q Crucial to prioritise spending in sectors that can simultaneously promote social, economic and environmental gains

Efforts on Promoting Green Economy
International Organisations
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Main Sectors of Green
Economy

Green Economy – Drivers &
Challenges for Automotive &
Tire Industry
Drivers:
Q Sustainability & Green
Mobility
Q Legislations &
Regulations (Tire
Labeling)
Challenges:
QTechnology
Innovation Challenge
QReal-time Simulation &
Tire Testing
Q Multiscale Simulation
Technology
Q Material & Product
Complexity Challenge
QGreen Material/
Manufacturing
QSmart Manufacturing INDUSTRY 4.0
QManufacturing Implementation Challenge
QSupply Chain Management

Green Economy -Technology
Innovation Challenges :
Mega Trends for Automobile
& Tire Industry
Q Sustainable tire and green material technology
[further improvement in RR (Rolling Resistance),
safety, durability and NVH (Noise, Vibration
and Handling)].
Q Rubber material from bio mass
Q Completely recyclable tire, reversible cross
linking system
Q Greater use of modelling in performance
prediction and tire design
QReal time simulation & Tire testing
Q Application of sensor technology to
development of intelligent tires. In particular, use
for data collection and logging to help with fleet
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maintenance
QAutonomous Electrical vehicle
QChange in tire design to tall and thin tires, especially to
suit EV
QTemperature and Wear Rate for Autonomous Vehicles
Q Electrified Rubber with real-time monitoring and to
respond to road conditions

Q Weight reduction technology (tyre) to the extent of
50% by 2050 without sacrificing performance
QVirtual proven ground
Q Self-Inflation Technology (SIT)
Q Future tyre may generate Electricity
Q Non Pneumatic tyre
Q Smart Manufacturing (Industry 4.0)

INNOVATION IN AUTO INDUSTRY – 4 S CURVE
McKinsey predicts that 56% of revenues in 2030 in automobile industry will come from disruptive business areas that
can be well understood using the four evolving S-curve of innovation in the auto industry as shown below. This will
intensify competition amongst OEMs, Technology giants and start up, all vying for a position in new eco-system.

Technology Selection & Strategy : Sustainable Technology works closely with organisations to select and implement
the most appropriate vehicle technologies within the context of a long-term technology strategy.
Q Low Emission Technologies
Technologies: Sustainable Transport advises on vehicle technologies that reduce CO2 and air
quality emissions from road transport including biogas, hybrid and plug-in electric vehicles
Q Carbon & Air Quality management
management: Sustainable transport audits transport emissions and helps with identification
and implementation of appropriate abatement technologies and behavioural change measures
Q Green Fleet management
management: Sustainable Technology helps organisations measure and reduce the environmental
impact of their fleet operations and employee business travel including grey fleet issues

Green Mobility – Technology Trends for Emission Reduction
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Green Economy --- Tyre Industry

Green Economy – Rubber Material Development Trend
Q S-SBR modified with different coupling agent/functionalised.
Q Rubbers containing functional groups over the entire length of the backbone..
QTailor-made polymer
Q Magneto-rheological elastomers
Q Nano Structure Carbon black, Functionalised Carbon Black, Latex Carbon Black Master Batch, Carbon Black from Bio-

mass
Q Corn Powder/starch as filler material
Q Highly dispersible silica with environment friendly silane coupling agent.
Q Based on the principle of bionics natural materials are under investigation. To name a few are Natural Silica, Nano clay,

Nano Calcium Carbonate, Montmorillonite Clays, Carbon Nano Fibers, PolyhedralOligomeric Silsesquioxanes, Carbon
Nano Tubes & Graphene.

QAdaptive Material - Tire properties may adjust to service conditions using “smart” materials
Q Fibres/cord: Aramids, Cellulosics, Hybrid cords, Steel
Q Process oils: Natural sources (soya, corn, sunflower, palm, neem, castor oil, orange peel)
QInner Liners - Less permeable polymers/composites, Lighter weight & Elimination
Q Stabilisers – REACH Compliance
Q Cure systems - reversion resistance, elimination of zinc
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Green Economy – Tire Industry (Design/Construction/Manufacturing Trend)
Design Modelling, FEA, Rapid prototyping & 3-D printing
Construction
QLow weight
QSolid (or non-pneumatic)
QWheel/tire in one (e.g. Tweel)
QTaller/thinner
QIntegrated with wheel assembly
QSmart & Intelligent
QAdaptive
QNew tread patterns
QRun flat

Manufacturing
QLean manufacturing
QRobotics/automation – Industry 4.0
QBig Data-driven Quality Control
QProduction Line Simulation
QSelf Organising Production
QAdditive Manufacturing of Complex Parts
QAdvanced mixing technologies
QLiquid Phase mixing
QLow energy/water consumption
QRenewable energy
QZero accident/waste/defect/discharge

Green Economy – Role of Simulation in Tire Development
Uses of Simulation & predictive technology, Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
(FEA), service life prediction etc.
will improve in determining the reliability aspect of tire. With the advent of high end software, FEA tools are now
extensively used for prediction of structural durability, aquaplaning, heat generation, process simulation and NVH.
Advanced research is in progress to understand the microscopic behavior of polymer-filler interaction using new generation
simulation techniques. This in turn will help to develop ultra high-performance tires with reduced hysteresis and improved
safety and durability.

Green Economy – Waste Management Hierarchy in Tire Industry
The core principles of the green circular economy are applied by tire industry through 4R Strategy by means of these 4
key measures i.e. Reduce, Reuse, Recycle & Renew.
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Over and above, our world is increasingly conscious of the need for a recycling society, extending the useful life of
limited resources, as far as possible. Disposal of scrap tires is ascending in the priority list of issues owing to increased
awareness for environmental issues and wide publicity.

Green Economy – Design for Environment (DFE)
- All Future R&D initiatives in tyre industry will be concentrated on Design for Environment.

New Concept Development'HPDWHULDOLVDWLRQ6KDUHGXVHGRIWKHSURGXFW,QWHJUDWLRQRI
IXQFWLRQV)XQFWLRQDORSWLPLVDWLRQRISURGXFWV FRPSRQHQWV

Q

Q Selection

of low impact materials - Non-hazardous materials, Non-exhaustable materials, Low energy
content materials, Recycled materials, Recyclable materials
Q Reduction of material - Reduction in weight, Reduction in volume
Q Optimisation of production techniques - Fewer production processes, Low/clean energy consumption,
Low generation of waste, Few/clean production consumables
Q Efficient distribution system - Less/clean packaging, Efficient transport mode, Efficient logistics
Q Reduction of the environmental impact in the user stage - Low energy consumption, Clean energy
source, Few consumables needed during use, Clean consumables during use, No energy/auxiliary material use
Q Optimisation of initial life time - Reliability and durability, Easy maintenance and repair, Modular product
structure, Classic design, User taking care of product
Q Optimisation of end-of-life system - Reuse of product, Re-mfg./refurbishing, Recycling of materials, Clean
incineration

Green Economy – Incorporating Climate action in Business Plan
Participate in Climate change mitigation
QCarbon footprint (organisation, project or product) to identify hotspots
QSet achievable reduction targets
Q Stagger mitigation initiatives
QConsider viability of generating or taking up certified emission reduction (CER) units
Prepare for Impacts of Climate change
QRisk Assessment
QVulnerability assessment
QThreshold analysis
QAdaptation planning
QTimely implementation
Communicate to differentiate
QSustainability Reporting
QOrganisational or product carbon footprint label
QMass Media esp. Digital marketing through the social network
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Conclusion
QAs vehicles are one of the main source of

air pollution responsible for poor urban air quality, suitable measures should
be taken by all concerned to build a green sustainable future through Green Economy.
QThe challenge today is to sustain and further improve the air quality gains even as the city is growing and motorising
rapidly. This is possible if strategic use of natural gas, electric power and renewable energy can increase along with
aggressive clean up of all main stream fuels and technologies to cut toxic emissions (GHG) at source.
QChallenge to Zero-nise on environmental impact, fuel consumption, input cost & energy and the effort to Maxi-mise on
safety, reliability, durability, handling, comfort and operational efficiency to continue.
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Government opens up
FDI door further
zTo help revive economic activity by

attracting more foreign direct
investment (FDI), the Union Cabinet
has relaxed several rules in areas such
as single-brand retail, contract
manufacturing, coal mining and digital
media. Most of the decisions taken are
in line with the announcements made
in the Union Budget last month.
The Union Cabinet has also
approved setting up of 75 government
medical colleges in areas where no
such colleges exist; extending export
subsidy to 6 million tonnes of sugar
worth Rs 6,268 crore; and establishing
an international Coalition for Disaster
Resilient Infrastructure (CDRI), with a
supporting Secretariat Office in New
Delhi.
Also, 100% FDI under the automatic
route has been allowed in contract
manufacturing to give a boost to
domestic manufacturing, Commerce
and Industry Minister Piyush Goyal
informed the media after the Cabinet
meeting.

India ratings cuts GDP
growth estimate to
6.7%
z India Ratings recently lowered its

forecast for the country’s gross
domestic product (GDP) growth in
2019-20 to a six-year low of 6.7%,
down from 7.3% projected earlier.
The ratings firm attributed the
downward revision to factors such as a
slowdown in consumption demand,
decline in manufacturing growth, the
failure of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code (IBC) to resolve cases in a time
bound manner and the uneven
monsoon rainfall.
If the forecast turns out to be accurate,
it would spell a third consecutive year
of subdued growth. On a quarterly
basis, the April-June period of 2020
would be the fifth continuous quarter
of declining GDP, which India Ratings
(Ind-Ra) expects to come in at 5.7%.
“While the reduced income growth
of households has taken the sting out
of the urban consumption, drought/
near-drought conditions in three of the
past five years coupled with collapse
of food prices has taken a heavy toll
on rural consumption,” it said in a
report.

Is FPI’s honeymoon with Modi’s India
turning sour?
zGlobal investors are starting to fall out of love with Narendra Modi.

After pouring $45 billion into India’s stock market over the past six years
on hopes that Modi would unleash the country’s economic potential,
international money managers are now unwinding those wages at the
fastest pace on record.
$4.5-billion outflow:
Global investors have sold $4.5 billion of Indian shares since June, on
course for the biggest quarterly exodus since1999.
“The euphoria around Modi before 2014 has tapered off,” said Salman
Ahmed, the London-based chief investment strategist at Lombard Odier
Investment Managers, which oversees about $ 52 billion.
It is hard to fault investors for losing faith. India’s economic growth has
decelerated for five straight quarters to the weakest level since early 2013,
one year before Modi became Prime Minister. And the 5% headline number
for the second quarter may actually understate how painful the slowdown
has become.
Car sales are sinking at the fastest pace on record, capital investment has
plunged, the unemployment rate has surged to a 45-year-high and the
nation’s banking system is hamstrung by the world’s worst bad-loan ratio.
The 16th September oil-price spike adds yet another headwind for a country
that imports most of its crude.
“Structural reforms will be critical for higher GDP growth as the
government may have largely exhausted the fiscal and monetary options,”
said Sanjeev Prasad, an analyst at Kotak Institutional Equities in Mumbai.
“Band-aid announcements are not
going to make much of a difference,”
said Sunil Sinha, principal economist
at India Ratings. At this pace of
growth, the target of $5 trillion by
2024-25 seems to be a far cry, he said,
referring to calculations in public
domain according to which the
country needs to have a nominal GDP
growth rate of 12% to reach the
milestone.

FDI inflows up 28% in
Q1 to $16.3b
At $5.3 billion, Singapore
emerges top source; telecom
garners maximum foreign
investments at $4.2 b
zFAccording to recent official data,
foreign direct investment (FDI) equity
inflows rose 28% in the first quarter
of 2019-20 to $16.3 billion from $12.7
billion in the year-ago period.
Singapore continued to be the top
source of FDI at $5.3 billion, followed
by Mauritius ($4.6 billion).
Among
sectors,
telecommunications garnered the
maximum FDI at $4.2 billion, followed
by services sector ($2.8 billion). The
services include financial, banking,
insurance, non-financial/business,
outsourcing,
research
and
development, courier, technology
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testing and analysis.
Recently, India opened its doors
further to FDI, diluting the stringent
condition of local sourcing for singlebrand retail, in continuation of
measures aimed at reviving growth. It
also allowed 100% FDI in commercial
coal mining as well as in contract
manufacturing through the automatic
route, hoping to attract global
vendors looking to diversify supply
chains as the US and China battle it
out in a tariff war.
Earlier, the government had issued
a notification allowing 100% FDI in
insurance intermediaries. The
government also allowed up to 26 %
FDI in digital news and current affairs
media on a prior approval basis.
India-bound FDI had dipped 1% to
$44.4 billion in 2018-19 from $44.8
billion in the previous fiscal. This was
the first decline in six years.

Surplus bonanza: RBI
decides to transfer
Rs 1.76-lakh crore ($20
million) to government
zIn a move that will help the Centre

bridge its fiscal deficit, the Central
Board of the Reserve Bank of India has
decided to transfer a staggering
Rs1,76,051 crore as surplus transfer

INDIAN BUSINESS NEWS
India’s oil demand to rise at fastest pace
in world: Opec
to the government for 2018-19.This
amount is also much more than what
the government is expecting
(Rs1,05,000 crore) via disinvestment
in FY20. This is the biggest-ever
payout by the central bank. The
central bank had transferred
Rs50,000 crore in 2017-18. The RBI’s
balance sheet size as at June-end
2019 stood at Rs 9,57,036 crore.
The move will buoy the
government’s non-tax revenues at a
time when tax collections have been
subdued due to an economic
slowdown. Top RBI officials had
recently raised concerns about
transferring such a huge amount from
the reserves to the national
exchequer. Former Deputy Governor
Viral Acharya, in a speech in October
2018, had flagged the issue of
transfer of excess reserves to the
government as thorny. Acharya had
warned: “Governments that do not
respect central bank independence
will sooner or later incur the wrath
of financial markets, ignite economic
fire, and come to rue the day they
undermined an important regulatory
institution.” Former RBI Governor
D Subbarao too had said recently that
“raiding” the reserves of the central
bank showed the “desperation” of a
government.

States, too, should step
on manufacturing
pedal to help reach
$5-trillion economy
goal: Maruti Chairman
z Maruti

Suzuki India (MSIL)
Chairman RC Bhargava recently said
that the states should also help in
promoting manufacturing to meet
the Centre’s aim to reach $5-trillion
economy in the next five years.
He said it is time for the state
governments to become partners in
making the manufacturing industry
grow and recognise the importance
of its role in the overall automobile
industry.
“A number of steps have already
been taken to promote investments
and growth of competitive
manufacturing. However, more
needs to be done if the target of
manufacturing contributing 25% of
the GDP by 2022 is to be achieved.
This would also be an important step

zIndia’s oil demand will rise by the fastest pace globally this year and the

next year even as its economic expansion has slowed down, oil producers
cartel Opec said recently.
In its monthly world oil demand report, Opec said that India’s oil demand
is projected to rise by 3.21 %to 4.88 million barrels per day (mb/d) in 2019
from 4.73 mb/d in the previous year. In 2020, it will further rise by 3.36%
to 5.05 mb/d.
This outpaces China’s oil demand growth of 2.73% n 2019 and 2.37%
in 2020. China, however, is the world’s second-biggest oil consumer at
13.06 mb/d in 2019, behind only the US whose consumption is projected
at 20.94 mb/d.
World oil demand in 2019 is expected to grow by 1.02 mb/d, which is
0.08 mb/d lower than the previous projection, Opec said.
towards the goal of a $5-trillion
economy,” RC Bhargava said at the
company’s 38 th annual general
meeting.
Higher taxation
He said the taxation of the State
governments is quite higher. For
instance, petrol tax is much higher
and the affordability of a car is very
much determined by the state
government, which, in turn, has
much to gain or lose from how the
industry 38th annual general grows.
Citing an example, he said there are
nine sStates where road taxes have
been hiked thereby resulting to
increase in vehicle costs by as much
as Rs 97,000 (per vehicle) which has
“affected the ability of customers” to
buy new vehicles, leading to drop in
sales.
Efforts of the Central government
can get derailed if some of the states
don’t recognise the important role
they have to play in making this
happen, Bhargava said. Citing an
example, he said, “The Finance
Minister has communicated with the
banking system and now we are

seeing the reversal of that. One of
the favourable things that has
happened is that the financing costs
(of automobiles) are coming down.”
On market slowdown
Talking about the overall
slowdown in the market, he said
such occasions while posing
challenges also provide an
opportunity to review “what we are
doing and to find ways of becoming
more efficient and cost-effective”.
Assuring the shareholders, he said
that MSIL is doing exactly that, such
as reducing cost, become more
efficient, strengthen marketing
strategies and give customers more
value. Towards this end, the
expansion of the service and sales
outlets in rural areas continues to be
given priority, he said.
“The slowdown in the second half
of last year resulted in your company
not being able to meet its initial
estimate of double-digit growth for
the year...my belief is that we are near
the bottom of the downward cycle
and the economy, and car sales
should start to accelerate in the near
future. The fiscal 2021 should again
see your company coming back to
its usual rate of growth,” Bhargava
told shareholders. On job cuts, he
said the company had not renewed
the contracts of 3,000 temporary
employees, as they battled rising
inventory amid a slowdown in
demand.
RATES OF INDIAN RUPEE

RC Bhargava, Chairman, Maruti Suzuki India
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US headed for recession
in next two years, say
economists

Central Bank to consider extra
monetary stimulus. The government
has also signalled that it might be
willing to step up spending should the
crisis worsen.
Bundesbank warns of recession
The Bundesbank cited persistently
risk for Germany
zA majority of economists expect a
weak momentum in industry as a
reason for the continued weakness,
US recession in the next two years, but
and said it’s unclear
whether
domestic
demand might take a hit
as well.
Stimulus measures
The
German
government is getting
ready to act to shore up
Europe’s
largest
economy, preparing
fiscal stimulus measures
that could be triggered by
a deep recession,
according to two people
Economists are sceptical about a resolution to the trade
with direct knowledge of
wars, but say a superficial agreement was possible
the matter.
The programme will be designed
have pushed back the onset amid
to bolster the domestic economy and
Federal Reserve actions, according to
consumer spending to prevent largea recent survey. Meanwhile, a
scale unemployment, said the people
Bundesbank report warned that
who asked not to be identified
Germany could be about to tip into
because the discussions are private.
recession, adding to the pressure on
Similar to bonuses granted in the
policy makers to ramp up support.
2009 crisis to prod Germans to buy
The National Association for
new cars, the government is studying
Business Economists (NABE) found far
incentives to improve energy
fewer experts who now think the next
efficiency of homes, promote shortrecession will start this year as
term hiring and boost income
compared to a survey in February.
through social welfare, the people
NABE conducted its policy poll as
said. Bunds extended declines while
Trump put the Fed under constant
the Euro briefly rose as much as 0.2
attack, demanding more stimulus, but
per cent to $1.1114 before slipping
before the central bank cut the
back.
benchmark lending rate on July 31.
However, the Fed was already
US job growth slows
sending strong signals that it intended
further; wage gains
to pull back on the rate increases made
in 2018 due to concerns starting to
pick up
dog the economic outlook, including
z US job growth slowed more than
the trade war with China.
expected in August, with retail hiring
German output
declining for a seventh straight month,
The Bundesbank said in its monthly
but strong wage gains should support
report that German output will
consumer spending and keep the
remain lacklustre in the third quarter
economy expanding moderately amid
and could continue to fall slightly.
rising threats from trade tensions.
That would be a second straight
The Labor Department’s closelyquarter of contraction — the typical
watched
recent
monthly
definition of a recession — after a
employment report also showed a
0.1% decline in the April-June period.
rebound in the work week as
The prognosis follows weeks of
manufacturers increased hours for
worse-than-expected German data and
workers after slashing them in July.
meagre corporate earnings reports.
The economy’s waning fortunes,
That has dragged down the rest of the
underscored by an inversion of the
euro area and prompted the European
US treasury yield curve, have been
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largely blamed on the White House’s
year-long trade war with China.

Budget deficit on path
to surpass $1 Trillion
under Trump
zThe federal budget deficit is expected

to balloon to more than $1 trillion in the
next fiscal year under the first projections
taking into account the big budget deal
that President Donald Trump and
Congress reached this summer, the
Congressional Budget Office reported
recently.
The return of $1 trillion annual deficits
comes despite Trump’s vow, which he
made while running for office. It
mentioned that he would not just
balance the budget, but also pare down
the entire national debt.
“The nation’s fiscal outlook is
challenging,” said Phillip Swagel, director
of the nonpartisan CBO. “Federal debt,
which is already high by historical
standards, is on an unsustainable
course.” The office upped this year’s
deficit projection by $63 billion and the
cumulative deficit projection for the next
decade by $809 billion. The higher
deficit projections come even as the CBO
reduced its estimate for interest rates,
which lowers borrowing costs, and as it
raised projections for economic growth
in the near term.

US Fed makes second
straight cut, splits on
further action
z US Federal Reserve policy makers

lowered their main interest rate for a
second time this year while splitting
over the need for further easing, caught
between uncertainty over trade and
global growth and a domestic
economy that’s holding up well.
“Although household spending
has been rising at a strong pace,
business fixed investment and
exports have weakened,” the Federal
Open Market Committee said in a
statement in Washington. Officials
maintained their pledge to “act as
appropriate to sustain the
expansion.”
Chairman Jerome Powell was under
relentless public pressure from
President Donald Trump to slash rates.
The benchmark rate was lowered
by a quarter percentage point to a
range of 1.75% to 2% “in light of the
implications of global developments

WORLD BUSINESS NEWS

for the economic outlook as well as
muted inflation pressures,” the
committee said. The FOMC continued
to characterize the labor market as
“strong” with “solid” job gains.

39% Indian companies
in China plan to invest
more this year: Survey
zUndeterred by the possibility of US-

China trade tensions rising and
encouraged by a profitable 2018,
Indian firms are likely to continue
investing in China this year,
according to an industry survey.
The Business Climate for Indian
Companies in China survey,
conducted by Confederation of
Indian Industry and Evalueserve,
showed that 98% of Indian businesses
in China planned to make some
investments in the country in 2019
and 39% planned to boost their
investment. About two-thirds of
respondents said that their business
was ‘profitable’ or ‘very profitable’ in
2018. Thirty% firms generated
revenues of over 100 million yuan
($14.2 million) in 2018 and 79%
stated that revenues either remained
stable or rose in 2018.

ECB cuts key interest rate
zIn an attempt to stimulate the sluggish euro zone economy, the European

Central Bank (ECB) announced a massive new bond-buying programme in
September, launching a fresh round of stimulus. The quantitative easing
(QE) programme will involve 20 billion euros ($21.9 billion) per month of
net asset purchases, for as long as it deems necessary. The central bank will
also cut its main deposit rate by 10 basis points to -0.5%, a record low but in
line with market expectations.
Outgoing ECB President, Mario Draghi, urged member governments to
implement fiscal measures to supplement the central bank’s monetary
stimulus and reinvigorate the euro zone economy. Factors such as the
slowing euro zone economy, low inflation and the US-China trade war, all
signalled the need for the central bank to provide stimulus.The latest
Purchasing Managers’ Indexes (PMIs) for the region showed some stability
despite enduring industrial weakness.
the early hours.
The UK government said it had
hired planes to fly home British
tourists, in a mass repatriation plan
codenamed Operation Matterhorn
which began immediately.
Launching Britain’s “largest
repatriation in peacetime history”,
Transport Secretary Grant Shapps
added that the government and UK
Civil Aviation Authority had hired
dozens of charter planes to fly home
Thomas Cook customers.

WTO sharply cuts 2019
global trade growth
forecasts to 1.2%
zOn October 1, the World Trade

UK travel giant Thomas
Cook collapses
z British travel firm Thomas Cook

recently collapsed into bankruptcy,
leaving some 600,000 holidaymakers
stranded and sparking the UK’s biggest
repatriation since World War II. The 178year-old debt-plagued group, which
had struggled against fierce online
competition for sometime and blamed
Brexit uncertainty for a recent drop in
bookings, failed to secure £200 million
from private investors and collapsed in

Organisation (WTO) sharply cut
global trade growth forecasts for
2019 to 1.2% from the earlier 2.6%
on trade tensions and sluggish
global economy, and lowered its
projection for 2020 to 2.7%, down
from the previous projection of 3%.
“Escalating trade tensions and a
slowing global economy have led
WTO economists to sharply
downgrade their forecasts for trade
growth in 2019 and 2020,” the
organisation said in a report.
As per the Geneva-based
organisation, downside risks remain
high and the 2020 projection
depends on a return to more normal
trade relations.
“The darkening outlook for trade
is discouraging but not unexpected.
Beyond their direct effects, trade
conflicts heighten uncertainty,
which is leading some businesses to
delay the productivity-enhancing
investments that are essential to
raising living standards,” said WTO
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Director-General Roberto Azevêdo.
While trade conflicts pose the
biggest downside risk to the
forecast, macroeconomic shocks
and financial volatility are also
potential triggers for a steeper
downturn. Moreover, trade-related
indicators signal a worrying
trajectory for world trade based on
global export orders and economic
policy uncertainty, it said. A sharper
slowing of the global economy
could produce an even bigger
downturn in trade, according to the
global trade watchdog.

No relationship with
UK firm: Thomas
Cook India
z Thomas Cook India has not

received any communication from
authorities following the collapse of
Thomas Cook UK, with which the
local company has no commercial
relationship for years beyond
paying ‘ a certain amount to use the
brand’ , the Indian travel services
provider’s chairman said.
“Nobody has approached us so
far. We have completely different
business models and we are totally
asset light as we sell packaged tours
and bundled services together,”
Madhavan Menon said.
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Rubo Chem Industries Pvt. Ltd.

NOCIL Limited

(Price of Rubber Chemicals as on 15-07-2019)

(BASIC SELLING PRICE w.e.f. 01-04-2018)
Basic price excluding excise duty/cess, sales
tax and any other charges.
Product
Accelerators
Pilcure MBT
Pilcure MBTS
Pilcure F
Pilcure CBS
Pilcure MOR
Pilcure ZDC
Pilcure ZMBT
Pilcure ZDBC
Pilcure ZBzDC
Pilcure TBzTD
Pilcure TMT

Price
(Rs. /Kg)
320.00
330.00
360.00
400.00
440.00
210.00
325.00
280.00
420.00
500.00
195.00

Antioxidants/Antidegradants
Pilflex 13
Pilnox TDQ

370.00
270.00

Prevulcanisation Inhibitor
Pilgard PVI
Pilnox SP

500.00
240.00

Mafatlal House, 3RD Floor,
H.T. Parekh Marg,
Backbay Reclamation,
Churchgate,
Mumbai - 400 020
Tel.No.:91-22-66576100/108/142

NOTE:
1) All prices are basic prices, exclusive of GST and any
other levies as applicable

ALUMINIUM / CALCIUM SILICATE
12 / 15
BLOWING AGENT
100
BARYTES
22
BROWN /WHITE FACTISE
95
CBS /CZ
410
CHINA CLAY / WHITING POWDER
7 /10
CI RESIN / PETROLEUM RESIN
135
CARBON BLACK HAF/GPF/FEF/ISAF/SRF
90
CRUMB RUBBER / TRC
20
DPTT
450
DPG /DBP/DOP/DEG
20/150
EBONITE DUST BLACK /BROWN
45
FRENCH CHALK / TALCUM POWDER
12
INSOLUBLE SULPHUR / SULPHUR
150/25
IPPD /6PPD
450/350
LIGHT MAGNESIUM CARBONATE / OXIDE
65/150
MBT / MBTS
260
PRECIPITATED /ACTIVATED CALCIUM CARBONATE
15
PARRAFIN WAX / CHLORINATED(CPW)
100/125
PROCESS OIL
85
PETROLEUM JELLY YELLOW /WHITE
100 /125
PIGMENTS
450/500
PRECIPTATED SILICA
55
RECLAIM RUBBER / RAW RUBBER
36/130
RED /YELLOW OXIDE
80
RE/PVI/CTP
350/450
SILICONE EMULSION /STYRENATED PHENOL
90/190
STEARIC ACID
60
TMTD/TMTM
175/330
TITANIM DIOXIDE ANATASE /RUTILE
185/200
TMQ/TDQ
260
TBBS/ZC/4020
400approx.
WOOD ROSIN
130
ZDC / ZDBC/ ZMBT
200/250
ZINC HYDROXIDE / STEARATE/ OXIDE
35/90/180
**
**Please note it is difficult to stick to prices especially minerals and
petroleum products as they fluctuate widely on weekly basis.
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